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PREFACE

Delivety Of apprOpriate services to culturally_diversc exceptionalistudents
tequires knowledge of a:variety of:distinct cultural groups. DeSpittithe tapid
increase_in numbers of Asian:and PacificiAterItalle oliet the lEit deCade,_little
printed_information is available concerning_exceptional individuals_within
these populations.: Professionals working with Agian_and_PacificAmerican
children aad families frequently must develop_their own:materials and have few
opportutitiesito shari concerns and ideas;
As part of its commitment to
exceptional minority students, The_Council_for Exceptional Children hosted a
SyMpOSium on Exceptional_AsianiChildren_and Youth on April 12 and 13, 1985, in
Anaheim, California; _Cooperating_agencies included the National Cent-et for
Bilingual Educationi_the_Bilingual Training Center,at California State
University Los Angeles,the,Office of,the Los_Angeles County_Superiatendent of
Schools, the Office:of Special Education of the California Department of
Education, and the Asian and Pacific Concerns Staff of the United States
Departmet of Education.
,

Symposium presenters addressed issues related to demographica, characteristics
and_needs, parents and families, assessment, and curriculum and service
delivery models. The Symposium presentations served as a basis_for papers
included in this monograph. The paper by Kenyon Chan and Margie Kitano
emphasizes the diverSe nature of cnitural groups included in the term "Asian
and Pacific Americans" and addresses demographic characteristics of these
groups. Philip Chinn and Maximino_Plata provide a comprehenSive diacussion of
the unique problems of IndoChinese children. Sam Chan'S contribution on
parents_of exceptional Asian children relates culture, children rearing
practices, and parent perceptions of exceptionality to methods for working
with parents and families._ Brian Leung discusses issues and makes suggestions
regarding the assessment of Asian children_and_the use ot interpreters. Donna
Chan's paper addresses the development_of curriculum materials for Chinese
children based on their learning and_perceptual styles
Margic Kitano's
article on gifted Asian children examines another aspect of e%ceptinnality and
provides suggestions for working with gifted Agian And Pacific American
children.
The intent of_this monograph is to share useful information with oducetors Atd
other profeSsiOnals who:work With exceptional_Asian children and youth. We
retogpite that:this_work_constitutes_only a beginning and hope that it will
StiMulate further discussion and development_of additional teaourCeS to ensure
appropriate services to exceptional Asian children.
_

Margie Kitano
Philip Chinn
February 1986
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CHAPTER

1

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF EXCEPTIONAL ASIAN STUDENTS

Kenyon S. Chan
Margie K. Kitano

Just over three de-Cedes agoi_the_Supreme Court_made its LIstoric ruling in
Brawn v. the BOetd of Education (347 ILS;483(19543) atatAhg a revolution in
education that continuesito the present-day.
Sinte 1954, educators_havei:
struggIed_withi_the monumental task of sdUtating_all_of_Americes children
regardless ofrace, creed, or telet, Thirty years_of effort_andibillions of
dollars have been expended tOWArd this goal. _Despite the tremendous gains
which have been actoMpliahed, exceptional Asian children remain vUlnerable.

The purpose of_this_chapter is to provide a,ctititela fot discussing issues
relevant to exceptional Asian children by dttemOting to define the nature of
the population and the scope of its probleMil.

WHO ARE EXCEPTIONAL ASIAN CHILDREN?
The first task is_to describe precisely what is meant by the term_ExceptioneI
Aaian Childi _Chiid_is easily defined for_educatora s teferring to_the achoolage_population. The_remeining parts of the term, exceptional and Asian,
present more difficulty;

Asian

Miens constitUte a_host_of individuals from diverse backgrounds. ,Indeedi
there_are_probabIy_as_stany within-group differenteS among the_varlous_peopIes
who_comprise the Asian population as there Ake betWeehrgroup differences._ The
term Asians, or moreicommonly Atian and Pedific Americans_CUA'sl, describes a
conglomeration of_ethnit groups WhiCh_originated in the Asian and Pacifit
Basin.,_This broadigeographit Area_includes_peoples from_the Wien
subcontinent, SoUtheeet_Asia, the_PhiIippines, China, Taiwan, Japan Korea, and
the thousands_of_islands_in the_Pacific. The_combination of these_distant
cultural and ethnic groups is artificial and is largely A product of the
American political system.
As an example of the diversity within this category of people, consider the
definition of Asian and Pacific Americans used by the U.S. Census in 1980.
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ThiS definition 41164ed APA!s_to_identify thexselves in any_of 10_categories:
Chinese,_Filipino_(usuallyi_spened Pilipino b- members pf this ethnic group),
Asian Indian, Japanesei_Koreani_Vietnamese, Guamanian, HaWatiat, SaMoon, and
"other" APA. Historically,,it id interesting to note thAt indluaiOn of one
grunp or another was not without political pressure.

The:Offite of CiVil Rights_(OCR) in_theS. Department_of Education; which
condUCtili one of the_major_educational surveys from which_our analysia vill
dtat4i uses a_definition_simiIarito that±employed_by_the U.S. CenSUS. The OCR
defines_an APA as "a_person having origins in any ofthe otiginal peoOle_of the
Far_East, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands'ior thi_Indian_subcontinent.__This
area includes, for eXaMple,China, Indonesiai_Japan, Koreai_the_PhiIlippine
Islands, and Samoa" (Rillialeu_& Associates, 1978, p.2). An interesting
concept is haVing "eitigins_in any of the original people" as distinct from
floteene just born in the region.

Language_status_ is one of the most=significant attilbuteti that diatinguish the
various APA groups; Not only do the ethnic groups in theregion_speak
different languages, but,in many cases persons__in_one ethnicigroup may speak
different languages dr dialects as_well. Furthermore4isome APA groups in the
United Stated largely_speak English (e.g.; Japanese,_86%), while others art
largely Aldan language speakers (e.g., Vietnamese; 60%).

This heterogeneity_is particularly_importantin_educational 014nning, since
nonEngIish-speaking or,limited-English-speaking_status may_place_a_child at
risk for educational failure (Chan.:1983).Combining_APA_groups_into one
aggregate masks potentially vulnerable_groups_and_makes estimating educational
proved§ of:MIA'S in general_a rather fruitless_activity.
Ideally, the_
analysia and educational planning for each APA group should be toheiected
individually.
In their analysis of the educational achievement of APA's_,_Tsang and Wing
(1985) have correctly pointed out that APA_groups also differ in age
distribution.
In particular, the Vietnamese are disproportionately young. It
is estimated that 46.6% of this ethnic group are 19 years old or younger.
Thug, considerably more attention to their educational needa mdy be required.
Chan_(1983)_and Isang_and Wing (1985) both have:noted that_while_the_majority
of_APAts_are foreign-born, this statistic must be_viewed_with_great_caution.
Indeed; the_averagt Japatese-AMOricaz._is_likely_to_be native-born and speak
English as hitt Or her native_tonguei_while,82%,of_Korean7Americans and 90% of
Vietnamedt-AMericans_are_foreign4orniandiLlikely_to speak_heir Asian language
at hdte. Furthermorei wide_differencesiexist within foreign=botn groups.
Recent immigrants_fromiKorea or the_Phillipines have been largely Middle=dlass,
professionaI4 urban individuals, while Southeast
refugees_from mixed urban/rural an&socioeconomic_backgrounds. _Once again; it
is_obvious that educational and social_planning_mustproceedicautiousIy and
take into account tremendous variations within the APA population.
:

In autintaryt the concept_Adian or_Astan_Pacific-Ametitat tefera_te a diiietde
greup of people with origins from a large geographic region.: The poOulation iL
comptised of people from many different ethnic b4Ckgrounde who vary within and
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tier-des:groups in language, education, and social atatua.
Hencei_educators must
prtkieed with a sense of caution when speaking of the Milan or Asian Pacific
Atherican

Exceptional

The term exceptional also_encompasses_a range of characteristics. In the most
general sense,_exceptional_is a euphemism for theitetm handicapped_and_
describes_children whoibecause of_limited_cognitive, sensoryi_physical,_and/or
health_functioning, require_specialedUcational SerVices._ _Exceptional also
includes_gifted and talented youngattra, Whe require special education tb reach
their potential;
Excluding_gifted childteni_categories_of exceptional children can be divided
ittO two groups.Cne_group iatomprised of individual§ With sensory_and
health-related disabilities, such as the hearingi
orthopedically impaired, and±chronically ill. The second group,of exceptional
childreni_the "learning handicapped,"linelndes_the_mentaIly retarded, seri-061y
emotionally disturbed, speech iMpaired, and children with specific_learning
_
disabilities. _The learning handicapped_are difficult to define and diagnosis,
and they comprise nearly 90% of all exceptional children.
_

Definitions_of learningihandicapped_thildren are often tied_to_identification
,nd assessment_procedures.Identifitatien Of leArning_handicapped children is
so_controversial that the Office efiCiVil Rights_refers to this group as
Iudgment=categoties, or categoriea in_which identification and diagnosis are
relatively subjectiVe and not immune to social bias;

Unlike sensory and_healthreIated disabilities category,Judgment_categories
require greater_subjective decision making_on theiOart of_teachers, school_
psychologistsi_administrators,,and_otherS iniiolVed_in_identification.
It ia
often_found that ethnic minority thildreni_Children_from low_socioeconomic
backgrounds, and_language minority atudents are overrepresented in these
judgment categories.
Of specific concern_in this chapter is the problem of assessing and diagnosing
learning handieapped children among non=EngliSh=epesking and limited-Englishproficient students. Dew (1984) and Chan (1983) afe among many who have
expressed concern that non-EngliSh=apeaking and limited-English-proficient
students may not be adequately assessed and diagnosed. It is likely that these
children are initially placed_in bilingual education programs rather than
assessed for specific learning disabilities or other categories of_learning
handicaps. Establishment of new training programs for bilingual diagnosticians
and special educators may lead to dramatic changes in services to these
children in the near future.
Since judgment_is_a particular element_in the diagnosis of learning handicaps,
the Office of Civil Rights monitors_the_ethnic enrollment of children within
these categories.
Also_monitored_are enrollments in gifted and talented
programs,_on the assumption_that bias may play a role in excluding_minority
children from these_programs. Because of civil rights concerns, reasonably
accurate estimates of Asians can be examined Within the judgment category.
However, only sketchy data are available on APA's in the sensory and healthrelated disabilities category.

It thittlitty* the term exceptional_refers toia group_of children who for various
reasons require Special educational services or alteratiOna-of the regular
curriculum_in_order to_realize their_poteritial_itisthool.1 The categorical
definitions are not_precise, particularly:at-tong:the learning_handicapped.
Estimates of APA children:from nonEngligh=Opeaking and limited-Englishspeaking backgrounds may be faulty dile to the lack of personnel and measures
available to adequately assess these children.

ESTIMATES OF EXCEPTIONAL APA CHILDREN
Estimates of the numbers:of exceptional APA_atudents_require_analyses of
selected general pOpulation statistics.__The 1980 census of the United States
population_eatiMated that there are_approximately 3.7,million persona
identifying themselves_as_APA's_residing in the United States.: ThiS figure
tepresents_about_2.5% ofi_the,population. _AA tan bcatet ih Table 1, the
Chinese_represent=the largest APA ethnic group, folloWed by the Filipinos and__
Japanese. Guamanians_and_Samoans represent the smallest_groupsi_although it_is
interesting to note that there are more SAMOans in the United States than there
are in Samoa;
Income figures preeented_in this table have produced controversy.: The figures
Suggest that household_and_family incomes:are greater for-APA:than for
Whites. Some_have concluded:from these statiatiCa that AFA'a ShoUld be
considered_a modeI=minority and_an:example fOr other Minority groups_to_
emulate._ These_statistical comparisona are somewhat_misleadingi_however;
Careful review:indicateta that the apparently high household and family incomes
are not-maintained across all_ethnic_groups.Indeed, the_Vietnamese and Samoan
groupa fall:well below the_White=comparisonjigurea; Further, phan (1983) has
suggested_that_householdand_familyiincomt level& ard-titleadingistatistics_to
compare_the progressiof APA's;
It IA well:eStabliabed thet_APA_househoIds_and
famines have_more wag&earners in_each unit than Other household& and work
many_more hours to reach apparent income equity.__A_farZbetter_indication of
equity is the per capita:income, that_isi the_average income for each person;
Per capita income:for APA's_in generaI_shows a_negative disparity of almost
$800 When compared to Whites. Also, many of the individual ethuit groups fall
fat below the White average

An_examination of the poverty figures at the bottom of Table 1 suggest that APA
families are overrepresented among the poor, and in the case of the Vietnamese
and Samoans, they are overwhelmingly faced hy poverty.
Although 59% of APA'as a total group are foreign-born, the figure varieB widely
between groups. The low percentage for Hawaiiana ig expected Since Hawaii is
the 50th state.
Guam and American Samoa are U.S. territories, and their
citizens are considered native-born U.S. citizens. Table_2 illustrates the
impact of immigration on the demographic characteristics of selected APA
groups. Before 1971, fewer than 90,000 Koreans lived in the United States. By
1980, the Korean population in the United States increased by 413%, of which
95% Watt due to immigration. An influx of over a quarter of a million Koreans,
360,216 Filipino immigrants, and nearly 250,000 Vietnamese refugees has changed
the character of the APA population.
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TALE I

Selected 1980 Population Statistics of Asian and Pacific Americans

Viet-

-Asian

APA

Chinese

Filipino

Total

3,726,440

812,178

781,894

ForeignAOrn

2,182,639

514,389

59

63

1,062,945

Midian income
Mean income

Statistic

Pailhee

Other

tanian Hawaiian Samoan

APA

White

39,520

183,815

189,035 012

26 482,349

2,812

14,082

152,756

9,323-946

815,720

2

36

83

5

3

8;205

48,367

7,830

43,838

68,991,307

8, 13,161

12,549

16,894

16,593

13,848

12,715

17,680

10,943

22;537

15;302

19;703

19;501

16,493

17,118

21;173

14;051

67,457

42,261

_6,543

36,153

6,963

34,108

50,644,862

6,105,698

Japanese

Korean

namese

387,223

716,331

357,393

245,025

30,695

172,346

505,504

272,617

203,338

292,573

221,649

2,919

65

70

28

82

90

10

250,585

201,398

133,585

237,635

81,031

50,471

$19,966

19,561

21,926

20,598

22,517

18,145

$23;671

23,657

25;565

25;007

25;923

Percent

Households

Cue-

Indian

IilaCk

818,029

191,640

167,513

97;596

167,795

&dist income

$22,713

22;559

23;687

24;993

27,354

20,459

12,840

18,218

19,196

14,242

13,890

20,835

12,598

Mean income

$26;439

26;600

27;194

29;591

30,527

24;670

15;271

20;959

21;495

16;968

18;251

24,166

15;826

$7,037

7,476

6,915

8,667

5,544

3,382

5 533

5,691

3,573

4,296

7 808

4,545

20,160

10;425

7;188

8,805

14,834

761

5,174

1,917

10,972

3,566,679

1,613,952

Per capita incase

9,068

Balpvloverty level (1979k

Faillea

87,339

Percent

Persons
Percent

_

7;103

10.7

10.5

6.2

7.4

4.2

13.1

35.1

11,6

14.3

27.5

32.2

7.0

475;677

106;527

54;117

37;987

45.,536

41;078

85;241

4,071

26,522

11,247

63,351

17;321,671

7;648,604

13.1

13.5

7.1

9.9

6.5

11.7

35.5

13.9

15.8

29.5

35.5

9.4

29,9

9.6

4.5

7.0

4.8

8.1

28.2

9.2

9.6

19.6

29.3

6.1

21.5

Percentage of persona below
751 of poverty level

Sauce:

9,5

t,Loilo±u.11980Cens.aj.ion, Volume 1, Characteristics of Population, Chapter C, General Social and Economic Characteristics, Part 1,

United Statee Summary (PC801-01), Issued December 1983, U.S. Department of Commerce,
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TABLE 2
Population Increase Due to Immigration, 1970-1980

Ethnic -Group

Increase

% of Total- Po

Chinese

250,024

67%

Filipino

360,216

83%

Korean

271,956

95%

47014

44%

Japanese

SourcP:

Immigration and Naturalization Service (1980).
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Lat ion- In-crease

Table 3 presents estimates of the language characteriStics of selected APA
groups from a survey conducted by the National Center for Educational
Statistics (1978, 1979). Data in thia table suggest Chat the majority_of APA's
live in non-English-speaking househelds.
The percentage of limited-Englishspeaking/non-English-speaking (LES/NES) backgrounds range from approximately
40Z for the Japanese-Americans to 90% for the Vietnamese-Americans. This
particular survey did not include an additional 250,000 Indochinese refugees
who have entered the country since 1975 and who are likely to live in non=
English-speaking households.
It should he noted that no data were found on the language status of Pacific
Islanders.
The migr&tion of Pacific Islanders to the United States mainland IS
growing rapidly and is likely to include more non-English-spcaking and limitedEnglish-speaking children who are vulnerable in our current educational
system.
The_large,number of LES/NES Children among_the APA school-age population
suggests_that any_eatiMate of exceptional APA children is likely to be an
underestiMation of the number of children in need of services;
The deVelopment of bilingual personnel and resources Will be nete0arity before
LES/NES exceptional children will be adequately identifiedt assessed,
diagnosed, and served;
The_'-est_estimates of the nUMber of_exceptional APA children is provided by the
Office of CiVil Rights. Table 4 presents data from their 1978 surveya,
inCluding the percentage of ethnic participation in judgalent tategotiea.

The data in Table 4 indicate that APA'Sidtd_UndetteOtesented in all judgment
categories andioverrepresented_it the gifted and bilingual_categories;
Overrepresentation in bilingual_programs is_easily explained by the large_
tumbetS of_LES/NES Children_in_the APA_population; The percentages of_APA'S in
the remaining_categories_are less readily understood. Pertentagea_of_APA'S in
the_speech impaired (1;6) and trainable mentally retarded_or TMF
categories most closely_approximste the pethehthge of APA's in the total_school
enrollment (2;2); _Identification Of re_ahd SPeech iwpaired students requires
less subjective judgment_thAn fOr the other categories, due to the severity
and/or organicity of problems associated with these conditions;
The proportions_of APA's in the educable mentally retarded Ot EMR (0.5),_
srriously emotionally disturbed (0.4), and learning diaabled tategeriee (1.0)
are_less than half that which would be expetted_froM the pereentages of APA's
in_the school-age population; _Several 4tplanatione can be offered for the
lower proportion of APA'S in theSeLjUdgMent categories. First, it is
conceivable that_ theigehOO1=telated problems of LES/NES APA children who are
handicappedLMAY be Misinterpreted as due solely to language diffetented,_ AS A
result, sudh children may be placed in bilingual programs and hot identified as
learning disabled, educable mentally retarded, tit etotionally distUrbed;
Improved_diagnoses can be_anticipated_aa the nUMbere and quality of_trained
personnel and assessment initruMentii_increase; A second interpretation
concerns cultural behaVior of APA childreni
Far example, the withdrawn
behavior of a seriously disturbed APA child may be attributed_by teaCheta te
the child's cultural background rather than to a possible handiCap. A third
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TABLE 3

Summary of Asian American_Population and Language Stat18t1c§1
(in thousands)

Specific Group

Asian
Item

Ancestry

In Asian language

Imseholds

1,361

(66)2

Japanese

Chinese

--Filipino

Korean

Vietnamese

245

462

397

134

116

(40)

(80)

(72)

(77)

(90)

88

242

123

69

77

(14)

(42)

(22)

(40)

(60)

40

81

31

46

Asian usual

co

individual

599

language

(30)

School-aged
persons with non-

301

103

English backgrounds

1

Saittei:

1976_Survey of Income and Edmition,

1%S. Bureau of the Census and National Center for

EdUtitiOnal Statistics (NCES Bulletins #78B-5 and 79B-12),

2 Percentages in parentheses.

Note:
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Details tay not add to total shown because of Tounding;

TABLE 4
Percentage and Participation Rate of Selected
Ethnic Groups and Judgment Categories

Hispanics

American
Indian

All
Minorities

9.0

0.7

32.0

25.0
94.7

7.9
61.3

0.8
83.2

34.0
80.8

48.5
10.0

45.3
31.8

4.8
7.5

17.4

51.5
22.6

1.4
1.6

58.8
2.3

30.6
4.0

8.5
2.5

0.7
2.8

41.2
3.4

0.4

63.1
4.9

28.6
7.5

7.2
4.2

0.7

1.0

5.1

36.9
6.0

Ethnic Group

Total.

APA

Whites

Blacks

% of total
enrollment

100.0

2.2

68.0

20.1

Total enrollment
of judgment
categories
% of total
P. rate*

100.0
74.9

1.1

35.6

65.0
72.2

% of total
P. rate

100.0
14.1

0.5
3.1

Z of total:

1011.9

.09

TMR
P. rate

2.6

Seriously emotionally
disturbed
100.0
% of total
P. rate
5.2
Specific learning
disabled
% of total
P. rate

100.0
31.3

1.0
14.2

69.8
32.1

19.8
30.9

8.5
29.5

0.9
39.5

30.2
29.5

Speech impaired
% of total
P. rate

100.0
21.7

1.6
15.7

7.6
22.9

18.9
20.5

7.3
17.6

0.6
18.4

28.4
19.3

Gifted/talented
% of total
P. rate

100.0
27.6

4.4
53.5

78;8
31.9

11.1
15.2

5.4
16.6

0.3
13.3

21.2
10.2

Pilingual
% Of total

100.0

15.0

5.8

0.9

76.6

1.6

94.2

* P. rate . participation rate per 1,000 students
Note:

Abstracted from DBS Corporation (1982, Merch). 1980 Elementary and Secondary
Schools Civil -Ri hte Surve : National Survey (p.12). ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 219 477.

explanation derives_from parent attitudes.
Some APA parents may refuge
permiseion_to_have their children tested due to perceptions of shame.
Moreover, some immigrant parents, unaware of the services available for
handicapped children, may keep their children at home.

The overrepresentation of:APA's among the gifted is not a negative concern, but
does arouse curiosity._ The_figures may reflect heightened motivation of some
APA:children,_rooted_in parental beliefs that education leads_ro_equity.
It ic
unclear whether the high proportion of APA's identified as gifted dUring the
school years is maintained after high sch0Ol.

The possibility has_been raisedJhat APA figures for both the handicapped and
gifted reflect reality and_require no_further_explanation. This thesis, simply
stated, is_that there are fewer_handicapped and more gifted APA's_as coopare-!
to some_other ethnic groups.__AIthough this positive theory has affective
appeal for the_authors of this chapter; it is unsound in terms of the tehanta
of cultural_eauality. We believe that all cultural groups possess_similar
levels of ability but express these abilities in different ways. Whatever the
underlying cause, underidentification of handicapped APA's end
overidentification of APA'S as gifted_resulta in inappropriate services and
inaccurate expectations which may hinder efforts to maximize potential.

CONCLUSIONS

The population called_fm2112Eal Asian children consists of diverse ethnic
groupayhose members differ Within and_across groups_in terms of culture,
language, place of birth, age, social class, and_educational background, as
Vell as type Of exceptionality. As a whole, APA's tend to be_underrepregented
in judgment categories of exceptionality and overrepresented in the_gifted
category.__Although several ex?lanations for this distribution can be Offered,
noua as yet has been empirically_supported._ Nevertheless, it is reasonable to
assume that increased resources for appropriate identification_and diagnoses
will better enable exceptional APA's_to_receive needed services. Understanding
the variety of cultural forces_and parental attitudes which influence these
thildren's behavior_will also improve their educational_opportunities._ The
heterogeneity of exceptional APA's requires that educational services be
individually prescribed.
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CHAPTER 2

PERSPECTIVES AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDENTS

Philip C. Chinn
Maximino Plata

In_1975, after the fall of South_ Viettat129,792 refuge-ea from_that country
entered the United States.
It the Ott 10 years over 750,000 Southeast Asiano
have found new_homes in the United_States. The 52,000 Southeast_Asian
I.:la:Migrants in 1984_eomprised 742_of_all refugees entering the UnitA_States
that yearOf these, 24,927 refugees originated from Vietnam, 19,849 ftert
Cambodia, and 7,224 from Laos (Sccial Security AdminiStratiot, 1985). Many of
the "boat people" endured incredible hardship0,_deprived of feed, shelter, and
education. _Some_teenage refugee_children artiVing in this country entered
school for the first tittle in their liVea.

In_the tid 1970's the_majority_of the immigrantayere Vietnamese; Many otthe_
ehildren_were_from_afflunt educated families. Some were bilingual (Ftetth_and
Vietnamese), others even trilinpqal. In more retent yearsj hoveVétb there has
been_a greater diversity in the_ immigrants' backgrOUnda.
Theae immigrants have
brought with them new ways,of_thinking And neW challenges fcr educators (Social
Security Adminiso.ration, 1985).

In the lest decade, Southeast Asians have clearly represente4 the lergcst_
influx ot immigrants entering the United States._ While Southeadt ASiatel have
resettled in_every state, some states have abidtbed diaptopiittionately large
numbers while others_have bad only tifil*itil number§ -i.ntering their region.
California, for example, ranked firet Oith_164718_Cambodiansi Laotians, ard
Vietnamese in 1984, 32.1%_of the national totaI (Social Security
Adtinistration, 1985).
In contrast, Wyoming had nine Southeast Asiat refugees
ih the same year (see Table 1).
From these statistics, it is obvious that Some tithOol diatritts are_faced with
large numbers_of refugee ehildren fret SOUthedat ASia. Some of thesech:ldren
have endured traumas of near starvetiOn and_relocation camps. and have
witnessed_the killing:Of parents and other_family members; Without questton,
titiMe thildren carry_with them emotional scarring which could have_a profoLno
effeet on their behavior.
Few data_presently are available regarding the
special education needs of these children.

TABLE 1

Southeast Asian Refugee Arrivals_by_State of Initial Res6ttl6ment
(FY 1984)

Country of_Origin
State

Alabama
AlASka
Arizona_

Canbodia

Laos

Vietnam

Total

96

43

145

.0

6

9

15

159

419
104
9.305

618

5,202

40
_54
2,211

16,718

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

197
331

153
73

263
159

613
563

0

0
36
55

15

15

135

219
896

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
IllinoiS
Indiana

566
24

Iowa
Kansas_

161
126

Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

193

190
108
14
71

4,248

D

444
1,371
635

_66
110
_85
500

0

9

801
299
498
99

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

156
0
25
67
81

85

360

11

17

11

74
173
17

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota

95
82
843

23
46
135
77

Arkansas.

California

Marylkind

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

9

48
335

100
82
76
273
45

.60

907
60

88

77

326
30

24
7

7

506

472
185
80
671
137
197

449
76
675
40

398

393
63
1,152
143
30

284

167

1,138
291
216
1,851
242
548
683
178
939
293

908
2,282
461
1,633
108
601
28
110
264
105

515
191

2,130
546
67

Continued
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TABLE 1 Continued

Country of Origin
Cambodia

State

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon_

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

Laos

532
160
273
866
341

215
130
148

35

90
79

Vietnam

227
407
465
660
42

Total

849
646
953
1,656
531

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

26

49

0

16

21

303
1,525
455

134

124

110
_37
561

512

2,473
325

4,510
858

Vermont
Virginia
Washington

77
781
1,405

West Vnia

78
14
151

451

14

105

632
787

1,564
2,643

5

2

10

17

49

343

107

499

Wyoming

0

0

9

9

Guam
Other

0
0

0

0

16
0

16
0

19,849

7,224

24,927

52,000

Wisconsin

TOTAL

The remainder of:this chapter will describe characteristics of Southeasr AtiAti
Children relevant to educational practice. Any attempt to characterize a group
Of thildren carries_the inherent danger of stereotyping. To suggest that we
could' in a short chapter, characterize the behavior of typical_Southeast_Asian
children_could be likened to an attempt_to characterize_all American children.
Neverthelessi_with this caveati_we can_still_provide some information useful to
educators regarding the language, educational, socio-economic and religious
characteristics of_this population; By providing examples_of some traditional
Southeast Asian values and behaviors, we hope to enhance the reader's
sensitivity to and understanding of hoW cultural differencea may Affect the Way
children feel, think, and behave.
_

LANGUAGE
No single language can be identified with Southeast Asia, since the people_of
this area come from diverse backgrounds_and_etnnic groups. For examplei_the_
offitial language Of Vietnam (both North and South when they_were_divided) is
Vietnamese, With three different regional dialects. Moreover, many different
ethnic_and_linguistic minority groups reside in Vietnam; One group, the
Montagnardsi_speak 20 languages; Many of the 700,000 or more Chinese in South
Vietnam speak Cantonese or other Chinese dialects. City dwellers speak French,
English, slic_both. _Through the years, a nutber of Chinese and French words have
been added to the Vietnamese_vocabulary. In addition to these language groups,
many of South Vietnam's populations are of Cambodian background and speak
Khmer.

Cambodia's official language is Khmer, a nontonal language which contains 33
elements in its alphabet.
The writing system and the_alphabet are Indian in
origin.
Spoken by five to seven million Khmer_in Cambodia, the language
actually extends beyond the Catbodian borders into Laos, east central Thailand,
and the eastern portions of South Vietnam.
In addition to Khmer, the Pali and Sanskrit languages are used in Cambodia.
Their usage, however, is generally limited t religious purposes, ;specifically
Buddhism, and they appear in religious texts and in other activities related to
religious scholarships. The Cambodian language tends te lack scientific and
modern terms.
Between 1863 and political iniependence_in 1953, French was the official
language of Cambodia. Even after independence, French remained tid official
working language in diplomatic circles, and it is still considered the language
of elite and educated members of_society. In_the 1960's, a campaign to
Cambodianize the program of studies in:the schools was_instituted as an effort
to rid the country_or atileatit neutralize the influence and intrusion of
foreigners. The effort_began in the grade schools, moved to high schools, and
eventually into higher education.
The official language of Laos is Lao.
Laotians belong to one of two major
language groups, the Sino-Tibetan from China and the Mon-Khmer from Southern
Asia. Lao is similar to the language spoken in Thailand.

tki

COMMUNIST Emma ON EDUCATION
With the occupation of_the:Communists in Cambodia (Khmer Rouge) in 1975; the
For the-most part, childreniwere
educational system suffered extreme setbacks.
denied any form or education. Thus* some refugee children whoihave entered the
United States have come from an educational vacuum. Their academic achievement
level and chronological age, therefore; may show little or no correlationi
In Laos, the large majority of the population live in rural areas. Most are
poor farmers. Only a fourth of the total population are literate, and many of
the rural areas do not have schools.
The constant warring factions did little
to enhance the educational opportunities of Laotian children.
EAucational_levels_of_four Southeast Asian_groups_are_presented_in_Table 2.
The_Hmong seem to have the lowest rate of formal: education. The Vietnamese
have the highest (41X), with a high rate of college education (27.7%) (Tran,
1982).

FAMILY AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE
Southeast Asian families are generally large; typically having three to seven
children (Tran, 1982). Although it is practiced by only a saall number of
families, polygamy is legal. Thus, families may include a dozen or more
children (see Table 3).
The_extended_family_systemLis stronger_than among_typical_familles_in_the
United_States (Blakely,_1984). Many Southeast_Asian households consist of
grandparents, aunts,,unclesi and cousina_in,addition to the basic nuclear
family; The extended family is-an important concept for-educators.
Disciplinel chi16-rearingipractices, and Other types of influences manifested
in school behavior may originate from a variety of sources (Obergt MuretWagstaff, Moore, & CUMMings, 1983).
Indochinese children learn to pay deference to parents and other elders.
Grandparents are accorded considerable respect and prominence in the family
setting. In most Southeast Asian homes, it would be considered unthinkable to
commit the elderly to nursing homes. Grandparents remain in the family setting
and often participate in both babysitting and_conducting_family chores while
the childrees_parents work._ Thus,_Indochinese grandparents tend to exert
considerably more influence_on the development of children than do grandparents
in this country (Oberg, Muret-Wagstaff, Moore, & Cummings, 1983).

SoutheaetAsian familiesivalue closeifriendships. Sharing of money and
material possessions Vith friends and relatives is a common occurrence.
Because mutual_assistance_among relatives is_taken_for_granted; less fortunate
members often crowd around more_fortunate_familymemberei_especiaIly_in a new
country (Lii_1983).
It is_not uncommon for refugees, no matter how poor, to
save money in order to_send as much as $30 to $100 per month to relatives in
their native country (Tran, 1982).
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TABLE 2

Home Country Education of Head of Household
by Ethnicity

Ethnic Group
Lettel Of

Education

Vietnamese

Laotian

Hmong

Cambodian

Overall

No formal

14;0%

13.8%

41.0%

11.8%

17.0%

Elementary
or less

12.3%

38.87

40.0%

31.8%

23.8%

Some high
school

33.5%

31.3%

18.0%

52.7%

33.8%

High school
graduate

12.1%

11.9%

1.0%

2.7%

9.4%

Beyond
high school

27.7%

4.4%

0.0%

0.9%

15.9%

Don't know/
no answer

0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

TOTAL

430

160

1G0

110

800

TABLE 3

Household Size by Ethnicity

Ethnic Group
Household
Size

Vietnamese

Laotian

Hmong

Cambodian

2.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.9%

1.5%

2-4 persons

37.4%

19.4%

5.0%

27.3%

28.4%

5-7 persons

43.0%

43.8%

43.0%

48.22

43.9%

More than
7 persons

17.0%

36.9%

52.0%

23.6%

26.3%

TOTAL

430

160

100

110

800

Mean_household site

5.28

6.81

5;84

6;02

1 person

;07

7
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Overall

GENDER ROLE
A_hierarchy of roles exists in the_Southeast Asian_family (BlAkely, 1984). For
examplei_women in Cambodian society occupy a more dominant position than women
in some of_the_other Asian groups._ While_fathers tend to prefer male children
to help with certain types of_family mattersi_mothers_often prefer daughters.
However, this belief is not universal among Asian groups.
As in many typical Asian societies, meniare considered the principle
breadwinnereiand heads of households. As such they have ultimate_authority
over_all family meMbers and make all major decisions. A man's authority iS
typically acknowledged_by his children, who accord special respect and
deference to his wishes.
However, women may tend to occupy a key position in the household and may have
the basic responsibility for overseeing the well-being and prosperity of the
family unit. The Cambodian mother, for example, has primary responsibility for
conveying_besic_moral and_ethical_values to her children. In some areas of
family functioning, she holds_equal status with her husband, and in other areas
she has even greater responsibility. The mother frequently acts as the
cornerstone for family initiative and has responsibility for family finances
(Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction, 1983).

CHILD REARING PRACTICES
Child rearing practices in_Indochinese families differ from_those of American
families; Children are regarded as the most treasured possession a person
could have and-are treated with considerable affection,ibut areinot
Family concerns take precedence over
overindulged (Oberg, et al.,-1983).
individual_concerns_(Lii 1983). :Thereforei_children are expectedito take_part
in_the_family_household responsibilities and chores. _To assist them in this
process, parents teach their children by assigning them one simple task at a
time (Blakely, 1984);
AMerican faMilies-are said to manifest the "Hurried Child" syndrome (Elkind,
1981), in_which_children are prematurely pushed into adult-like behaviors to
make the_parente_lives easier. In_contrasti_Abian children_are not_rushed
into becoming_miniature_adults. Asian parents may be more prone to "allow"
their children their childhood and to enjoy the pleasures of observing their
normal childhood development.
Approaches for teaching Asian children are-based on common sense and an
uncommon degree of sensitivity (Blakely, 1984; Oberg, et al., 1983). -In a
study of maternal care, Oberg, Muret=Wegstaffl Moore, and_Cummings (1983) found
that,_in comparison to American mothers,_Hmong mothers were_more_attentive
expressive, sensitive, responsive, and patient in protecting their children.
Caucasian children were prodded more often toward goal accomplishments, and
mothers showed more disappointment when children failed to reach parental
expectations. The researchers concluded that because of the sensitivity of the
care-giving environment in %ihich Agian children are reared, they are likely
to develop a secure attachment to the caregiver, using the caregiver as a base
from which to investigate the environment.

Hmong children in comparison to Caucasian:children, were reared in a sensitive,
secure,ipeople-filled environment where they:received a great deal of support
and_positive reinforcement, including support and reinforcement from extended
family memberS.

DISCIPLINE
In general, the authority of Asian parents is unqualified and unquestioned by
their children. Parents avoid harsh reprimands and physical_puniahment if
possible.
However, physical punishment does occur.
All'adults inan:extended
faMilyican discipline the children. Children are not_allowed_to think for
themselves. They are told what to do and when to do it (Blakely, 1984);
Discipline may be even stricter forigirls than for boys; Girls must maintain a
good:reputation so that their parents may later arrange a favorable,marriage
for them. _Premaritalichastity and proper standards of-sexual behavior are
extremely important, but they apply mainly to:girls. While values and morals
varylamongiregions and especially between _cities_and rural areas,
standards in the rural areasi_tend_to_be more_rigid. A_family_may_disown_a
girl whose behavior is considered immoral (Wisconsin State Department, 1983);

MARRIAGE AND INTERMARRIAGE
AS ih,the majority AMe7ican cultures, Southeast Asian boys have considerably
more latitude in premarital sexual activities. Among_married_couplesi_fidelity
is_expected_more_of_women_than_of_men. Some Cambodians_do_not vaiue_sex._
education, because_parents tend to feel_that knowledge eventually leads:to:
trouble. As a result; information about:sex isoften_picked up from:friends;
while parents-give:inaccurate or fragmentary information. Basic facts about
sex are_usually Withheld from girls until the night before their Wedding, when
the bride's parents and an "achar" (wiseman) provide the necessary
information.

In_traditionaI famines; marriages are arranged by parents, who consider in_
their responsibility to arrange for their:daughter_or son a suitable marriage
with advantages which will benefit the entire family.
Western courtship and:romantic love_have caught on among urban and westernized
CaMbodians. Nevertheless4 courtship is restrained, and physical contact in
public_is_uncommon. Divorce is permitted_in Cambodia, but the rate is
considerably lower than in the United States;
Intermarriage occurs between_Chinese and,Cambodians, but it is rare between_
Cambodians and Vietnamese. Because of the perceived aggressive nature of the
Vietnamese, a mutual diSlike and diStrust exists between this group and the
CambodiAnS (Li, 1983).
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RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHERS
The hardships endured by many Southeast Asian refugees, coupled with their
strong religious beliefs and values, have helped develop a docile, sensitive,
and responsive behavior repertoire.
Cambodians often express their friendly
dieposition in the form of smiles. They are polite and have a desire to
please. Thie friendly dieposition may be_observed in situations where smiling
is considered inappropriate in this country.
Cambodians respond positively to warm, sympathetic, and sensitive individuala,
but tend to resist or even reject authoritarian types of people. As they gain
confidence in individuals, their truat also increases (Blakely, 1984). They
use all interaction opportunities to make value judgments about people and to
determine whether or not to trust them.
AMong some_groupai_only_when a relationship is_well established and_the age of
both_parties_isiapproximately the same will_individuals_call each other hy
their_first name._ Individuals are never addressed,by,their lata hate* gitide it
isconsidered an insult to do_so. Likewise, ohe Who is oldet is never
addressed by_name, even the firat name.
When protocol_does_not permit_use_of_
first name, "big or small breitheri" "big or_small_sister,"_or_"Aunt" or "Uncle"
are usually appropriate salutations (Wisconsin State Department, 1983).
Entering someone's home requires the removal of ahoes (as with the Japanese).
Greetings consist_of placing the fingers and palms Of the hen& together near
the face as a gesture of respect (Wisconsin State Departatent, 1983).

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Inherent dangers plague any attempt to_describe the general tharatteristitt Of
a group; To describeithe,dominant fetture_of,a0 entire ethnit group leads to
stereotypes; ,Obviously, there art many individuals who will be exceptions to
group descriptions.- Nevettheleas, the folloWing list of some common
characteristics Of Southeast Asians_may help to enhance the awareness and
senaitivity of educators dealing with these children;
_

1.

They are sympathetic, gentle, polite, and reluctant to show anger or
displeasure in a direct manner (Li, 1983).

2.

They are religious and conservative.
They believe in fate, and their
Buddhiet beliefs suppress their aggressiveness;

3.

They try to withhold their emotions from others, particularly
strangers.

4.

They tend to_amile, perhapa more than most_Americans, as an
indication of their_politeness and desire to please. Smiles may even
be used to conceal discomfort (Li, 1983) and in other ways appear
inappropriate by western standards.
Being humiliated_or made tO "lose fate," particularly in publici_may
evoke extrem6 and longterm bitterness and an unforgiving attitude.
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6.

Cambodians seldom negotiate; When in a situation where negotiation is
called_for, they seldom intend to modify their position.
Their
unwillingness to negotiate in predicated on their belief that_the_other
side is unable to understand the situation. Often_problems remain_
unresolved, with the_hope_that_the other_party_wilI eventually "see the
light."_ It is not_unusual_to_find Cambodians settling their
differences_through litigation. Some will spend excessive amounts on
legal fees rather than "lose face" (Wisconsin State Department, 1983).
_

As a group, Cambodians tend to be reserved and_are_considered_shy by
weeternistandards.
This shynass_inhibits_spontaneous_salutations or
expressions_of gratitude.__However, they tend to be extremely grateful
for courtesies_and_kindness exhibited by others. While their_
appreciation may not be immediately expressed, gratitude is shown when
the appropriate opportunity arises.

7.

While:appearing to be slow and passivei_Cambodiansi as a group, are
industrious. They_are_extremely loyal to those who have earned their
confidence (Wisconsin State Department, 1983).
9.

They value maintaining harmonious relationships, dignity, and selfrespect as much as Westerners value achieving results and success.

1

. They believe that preservation of human dignity demands self-control;

1

.

Indochinese women find it difficuIt_to be treated by a male doctor;
Therefore, they_wiII tolerate discomforts and rely on "folk" medicine
to treat illnesses.

ADJUSTMENT IN THE UNITED STATES
The 1970=4975 war devastated_some Southeast Asian countries. For exampl.e,_
there was greater_destruction_of life and property during that comparatively
short_period_of time in Cambodia than in-Vietnam in almost 20 years. The:
Cambodian social structure was brutally destroyed in a manner seldom equaled in
modern history; _Most refugees experienced hardships and miserias which few
Americans comprehend.
Few Southeast Aaian_immigrants speak_English weII. Those who are Frenth-:
speaking_tend_to_leatn EngIish_mote rapidly, while monolingual nmer_speakera
have_extreme_difficuity. Women and_the-elderly tend to resist learning the
language of the adopted country;
Theeldarly tend to_feel that_they are too
old to,learn, while women often_perceive little_nead for linguistic__
_
assimilation, since they usually stay home as housewives._ Yet, women in some
Indochinese groups assimilate_mote quickly_than_ men, since Asian women may
adopt_individual_rights_afforded them in America, rights they have
never_had_before (Blakely, 1984). Southeast Asian thildren tittUltnrate
linguistically aad socially much more rapidly thati their patents and they tend
to assimilate as fat as the doMinant social group will allows.

Ava group, Catbodians_tend_to_preserve_their_culturaI heritage to a greater
degree than other refugee groups
Older Cambodian family membetaare_
conservative and more resistant to change. They have a tendency to live in the
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past, while younger family members-are prone to live in the future.
Ultimately, the value differences between young and old create dissonance and
intracultural conflict (Blakely, 1984).
Some Southeast Asian_parents experience dissonance due to the acculturati^n,of
their children and resultant disrespect shown toward parents; Theiassimilation
process causes resentment_in children and parents. Parents feel that they have
lost control of their children's behavior. Resentment may be heightened in
parents when their own children are asked to become translators, since ability
to use the English language is equated With power (Blakely, 1984).
Other adjustment problemo_are_accentuated_by a_generallack of .inderstanding of
the_American way_of life_and_by cuItural_barriers inhibiting development_of
friendships.__Language barriers may_q3reclude_certain employment opportunities
and reduce economic mobility; At the same time, Indochinese people muSt
contend with prejudices against refugee status.

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
Students_who have well-developed literacy skills in their native language learn
English without-much difficulty. Among Cambodians, for example, literacy
skills can usually be-transferred since English and Khier both_operate on the
sound-symbol correlation principle,_even_though the_Xhmer alphabet differs
entirely from the Roman alphabet.
Teachers may_find that their Southeast Asian
students have some problems with the sounds of sh, ch, ri xi 1, and j.
Mathematics should pone no great problema_for these atudents0iunless the lack
of educational opporLunities has precluded development of basic skills.
Students will find:substantial differences between_the classroom atmosphere of
their native schools_and the_schools
Indochinai_classrooms are
typically_largei_holding_sa_many_as_40_to 50_students. While classes are
coeducationalreIationships between_boys and girls are reserved. The
relationship with teachers is_also viewed from a different perspective_.
Teachers are-given considerable respect and obedience. Students_seldom_ask
questions and respond only when_called_on._ Only rarely milI an_Indochinesei
student challenge a teacher's opinion_or remarks_(Wisconsin State_Department,
1983).
Because_of the_value Southeast_Asians attach to self-discipline and
respect_for eldersi_teachers in American schools should not find_it diffioulti
to_motivate these students tows7d learning or manage disruptive behavior in the
classroom; In fact, thejarges. prOblem for teachers mav be_their inability to
communicate with these students or obtaining appropriate instructional
material..
Rendicapped_children_may present_some challenges to the Indochinese family's
value_system. _The_term handiclaed is interpreted as "having lost something"
and therefore as_being inferior to_others.
Parentsneeditraining to_understand
the services available for these students and the objeCtives the students are
expected to achieve.

PABENTTEACHER RKLATIONSHIPS
Indochinese parents value education for_their children and view it_as_essentiaI
for upward mobility. They perceive school as positive, give it high praise,
and_seneralIy_like_what the_schooi_offers;_ Parents beIieve_that school is for
learning (Laungpraseuti 1985):and expect all school:activities to teach their
children essential academic skills.
Consequently, they vitw physical education
and field trips as play, and cutting and pasting paper activities as common
sense skills.
There are indications_that_soma Indochinese_groups have_more_contact_wich
schools_andior teachers_than_others; _For examplei:Blakely (1982),found:that
the_Vietnamese_have about rwice as much,contact with schools/teachers:than
their Laotian/Cambodian counterparts;
Also, parents of elementary school
children:receive more letters and memos from schools than psrents of secondary
school students;
Parents of-elementary school children respond_more ofteni__
especially if the memos and letters require_a signaturei__Parents_Iike_to_see
homework assigned_to their_childreni_but_they_begin to Ioose_track_of homework
completion about the_time_the_stueents reach adolescence (junior high)._
Childretes views of school, teachers; and educational activities typically
mirror their parent's attitudes; Children report that they like math,
teachers, classmates, reading/writing, and physical educstionb in that order.

Parentteacher relationships are complicated_by_the_language barrier_and_lack_
of parental familiarity_with_the_American_school_system;_ In_additioni parents
tend_to_place_the_entire_responsibiIity_for their child'sieducation onithe
school_and teacher;: They are not accustomed to-participating in_decisions
regarding their children's education, since decision--making In their native
country is typically a unilateral responsibility of the school.
Many_Cambodians consider physical punishment an_acceptable practicei_and
teachers may be shocked at what they consider child abuse; Americans might
find the high_level of parentaLauthority difficult to comprehend; :While
teachers shouId_not allow cultural differences to keep them from addressing:the
issue of child_abuse4 trained social workers familiar with the cultural needs
of the group should be employed to minitize sehool/parent conflict and parental
loss of face."
:

II

Schools_may find_it_helpfuLto use_the_assistance of bilingual_individualsi
particuIarIy_those_who areveIl known and respected in the_Southeast Asian
community. Using these_individuals as translators and liaisons may minimize
communication problems between parents and school.
If parent_conferences are helsL consideration_should_be_given_to_the setting;_
Conferring With parents_at_home_is_better_than conferring_at_schooI; Topics of
the_conference should not_include_academics as_an_issuei since:all educational
matters_are relegated to the:school and the:teacher;: If:interpreters_sre used,
they should be_technically trained; In addition,:selection:criteria for
interpreters should include knowledge of the curriculum acadetie expectations:
rather than "just speaking the language." Interpreters unfamiliar with school
expectations may encourage parents to_accept something that the interpreter
thinke Will Beatify the teadher (Blakely, 1984).
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KMPLOMENT AND IMMO
Reported occupations of Cambodians; Laotians, andilbszng areitypically_limited
to six categories; including clerical worker; crafts operative, transportation
vorker; laborer, and service worker. Vietnamese seem to_possess a wider
variety_of skills and find employment in a wider range of occupations (see
Table 4).

Of Indochinese refugees presently living in the United States, 45% hold blue
collar jobs as compare to 33% of the general population. TWice as many
refugees are employed in labor positions as are members of the general
population. While 57% of youth between 16 and 24 years of age in the general
population report erployment, only 37% of refugee youth have jobs.
Approximately 12% of the refugees report that they wnrked in private household
positions which typically pay Iow salaries and provide no benefits or security.
Only 1% of the general population report employment in household positions.
Refugee employment closely parallels figures for Black and other ethnic
minority youth groups in America.
The average_annual income of_Indochinese refugee_famiIies_is_very__Iow compared
to_the_general_population. For_example; the_National_Advisory Council on
Economic Opportunity indicated in August, 1982_that 14% of average American
families of four had an_income below the poverty line. In comparison, 65% of
the Vietnamese; 76% of-the Laotians, 80% of the Hmong, and 82% of the
Cambodians living it_;:ht,United States ware reported AS having inCome beloW the
poverty line (see Table 5).

SUMMARY

Educators are held in high esteem by most Southeast Atians stUdents and their
parents. IniCambodia, Buddhist_monks providing instruction have traditionally
demanded obedience; respect; and appreciationA_ These attitudes_may be_carried
over_toward American_teachers. _Teachers_can help_the_adjustment of these
students ty_recognizing that_thz pluralistic nature of this country has been
one of the corneretones_of ita greatness; Southeast Asian studenta, like their
European counterparts; have much to contribute to the culture of this country.
While learning a new language and new custams;-they should be encouraged to
maintain their cultural heritage with pride, Inovitably_cultural_conflicts
Will arise wben new AMerican ways come up_against traditional family values.
However; patience; communication; and mutual respect can often help resolve
many of these conflicts and minimize trauma
Teachers should_exercise caution by not overreacting to different behaviors
on the part of,Southeast,Asian students or their parents. Behavior differences
may be a function of cultural differences; or in some instances they_may be a
function of the traumatic experiences these_individuals_endured_prior to
arriving in_tbis_country. _While_being_careful_not to stereotype Southeast
Asian students; educators can best_meet the needs of these students by being
sensitive to their individual needs and differences.
_
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TABLE 4
Current Occupation of Head of Household by Fthnicity

Occdpation

Self-employed
Professional
Managerial
Merchant
Sales
Clerical
Crafts
Operatives
Transportation
Laborer
Public & Private
Service Work
Service Work
Other

Vietnamese

0.52
21.2%

Fthnic_Group
Laotian
Hmong

CambOdián

6.5%
21.2%
11.3%
3.3%
4.3%

0.0%
0.02
0.0%
C.0%
0.0%
1.8%
21.4%
51.8%
1.82
7.1%

0.02
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.52
19.0%
13.82
0.0%
2.4%

0.02
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.82
9.5%
52.4%
4.8%
0.0%

30.0%
2.6%
4.3%

8.2%
7.1%
0.5%

14.3Z
1.8%
0.0%

38.1%
7.12
0.0%

28.6%
0.0%
0.02

14.9%
5.6%
0.32

1.62
1.1%
2.22

0.3%
12 ca
1.0%
0.7%
1.32
5.9%
20.12

Total
Applicable

185

56

41

21

304

Inapplicable
(Unemployed)

145

104

58

89

496

TOTAL

430

160

100

110

800
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TABLE 5
Monthly Household Income by Ethnicity

Income

Vietnamese

Ethnic GrOur
Laotian
Hmong

CaMliodian

Overall

$0-$700

21.9%

20.0%

17.0%

29.1%

21.9%

$700-$1,000

29.5%

34.4%

34.0%

34.5%

31.87

$1,000-$1,300

14.4%

21.9%

28.0%

18.2%

11%

$1,300-$1,600

11.4%

12.5%

15.0%

8.2%

11.6%

$1,600-$1.,900

6.0%

8.8%

3.0%

7.5%

6.47

14.1%

1.9%

3.0%

2.7%

8.8%

$1,900 -r-
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CHAPTER 3

PSYCHOEDUCATIONAt ASSESSMENT OF ASIAN STUDENTS

Brian Leung

Psychoeducational assessment,Of,Atien StUdent0 is_one of_the_most_problematic
issues facing educators_itm.ilVed With these students.__The_parameters of
psydhoeducational_assessment_are broad_and_include_assessment areas_such as
cognitiveperdeptuali academici_and_sociaI-emotional;_ A persistent:issue
whichplagues_diagnosticians, psychometrists; and psyehologitts involvet
determining what tests and testing procedures Will &Shure nonbiased assessment
for Asian children;
Assesament_data areiused ih_MAjor_decisions regarding_the_pIacement of and
programming_for children;_ For this_reason; appropriate assessment practices
are_essential_in providing for the educational_needs of exceptional Ahiati
children. This chapter focuses on major considerations ih (a) the treatment of
cultural factors by the assessor and (b) general aseeStment prodedures With
Asian students;

CULTURAL DIVERSITY
In the assessment of an Asian child; one-of the-firtt i8sues fatittg ith atiessor
is the specificidultural background,of the dhild.
The firSt dhapter in this
volume raised:the questitift tif_What it Meant by 7Aiiian." _Asians can_represent a
number of culturally diVetie gtotios indluding Chinesei_Japanesti_Korean;
Vietnameté, CaXbOditin; Filipinosi_and_Samoans; among others._ Furthermore, this
diversity_does_not_stop_at b_e_reen-group differences, but extends itth within=
group,differences,as well; For example, there,is considerable diVergity
between Chinese from Mainland,China and thhose fithh Hohg Kting_; thOse born in the
United:States and the recent immigrants; And thald Who subscribe to more
trsditional" versus,more "WeiterhiXed" ValUea. Since_cultural_informntion is
invaluable in assisting_an assessor_to_correctly interpret overt andior covert

behaviors of_Asian_parents_and_children, both the betweenand within7group
differences need to be carefully examined becaune thete differences,vill often
be_manifested in_very_different culture-related-behavior patterniii(i.e,i
lifestyles, family_roles and responsibilities,:life gOals and aspirations,
historTanditraditiOn8).
cultural patterns will
affett how behaviorci and testing data should be interpreted and used in
decision making;
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Specifically, the types of Asian cultural information that are u6eful to an
assessor might inClude the following:
I.

Perception of the child/individual

2.

Child rearing practices

3.

Pehavior management

4.

Communication styles

5.

Views of handicapping conditions

f)

Coping strategies

7.

Expectations
(Chan, 1983)

While this is only a_partial list of topics, the diversity of_Asian groups
makes the:understanding of these few topics a_complex task._ In examining
cultural_factors during the assessment of an Asian child, the following general
recommendations may be helpful:
1.

Be_cognizant of_the_diversity_among_Asian populations; Between7 and
within-group differences can be considerable. Strive to increase your
knowledge base about the various cultures and differences whenever
possible;
(For a suggested "checklist" on culture, see Saville-Troike,
1978.)

2.

Be aware that you_may_not_recognize_your_knowledge_gaps.__EVery_cuIture
has_evolved_certain_sets of_behaviors_that are adaptive to the demands
of_the_culture. When we are unfamiliar withia culture, we_may not be
aware of the kind of behaviors that are required in a particular
setting; Therefore, it is possible that a particular_Aillian group may
present such a dramatically different lifestyle from your own
mainstream lifestyle that you may not think of exploring certain types
Of behaviors.

3.

Because many culture-specific behaviors are-difficult-to interpretuir
is always important to (a) avoid quick conclusions/inferences and (b)
cross-validate with different people at different settings.

4.

Bave_confidence_in_your_clinical skills. Despite the influence_of
cultural_background_on_overt and covert behavior patterns, it is_
important_to remember that as an assessor your primary_responsibility
is_to diagnose a-clinical problem, not a cultural group.- Row culture
will actually affect behavior is sometimes unClear.
It-is conceiyable
thatifor every 100peopleiwho belong_to a group_subscribing to a
particular cultural behaviorj 10 people_will_not practice it, 5 will
act_in_an opposite manner, and_2:will have never heard_of_it.
Thereforei_do not_minimize_your "clinical memory." Make informed
clinical judgments when necessary.
_
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ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
n examining assessment procedures with Asian students, five major topics merit
_,ecussion: assessor competence, purpose of assessment, assessment tools, use
Of interpreters, and student interaCtiOns.

Ansessor Competence
The most critical variable in conducting an appropriate assessment is the
competence of the assessor. In determining the competence of an assessor, his
or her cultural membership and bilingual language skills are not always the
most ir.portant criteria. A competent assessor not only possesses the necessary
eking, knok,lcdget_and experiences, but also displays sensitivity and openness
when working with an Asian child.
These criteria apply to Asian as well at;
non-Asian assessors.
In_terms of sensitivity, questions that an assessor might explore include the
following:
"How do I feel_about this Asian_child?"
"Will_my attitude unfairly affect this student's performance?"
"Can_I_evaluate this child fairly without prejudice or preconceived
notions, positive or negative? If tidt, WoUld I refer the Child to someone
else?"
(Expanded from material developed by The Illinois Resource Center)
_

_

_

enness_includes_the_willingness_to acknowledge:one's-own_limitetions.
Nonbiesed_assessment_of language minority students is difficult-to conduct):
even_for highly trained and motivated-professionals. There Will be times when,
as the "expert," we doinot have All the answers because we simply do not_have_
enough information, and we need others_to_assist_with_the assessment; Reliance
on Others-may involve losing some_professional "corZrol," but the benefit:of
the_multidisciplinary_an!or_transdiscipiinary team_iapproach to assessment can
be_beneficial when working with an Asian student, One:particularly exciting
aspect of the team-approach with language minority students involves the
interfacing of_bilingual and special educetioniservices for these studentsi
The need_to integrate these_services is someting that many 6tate, county, and
local school districts are beginning to aedress.
Purpose of Assessment
An_appropriatei_tonbiased assessment-requites a ciev7rly_defined_purpose. The
purpose_should_reflect the specific information requiree to_enable the
professional staff and-parents to make valid_decisions_regarding_placement and
programming. Identifying the particular skill_t*_be_assessee_will.help
detettine the particular tschniques_andiot_assesament_tools to be employed.
This_proeedure may minimize the tendency to simply_administsr a_"standard"
battery.of tests which may or may not be Apptopriate to thE need*: of the
students.

Aimee

nt Thole

Perhaps_no other topic in assessment generates more interest, anxiety, guilt,
and dioagreement than that of test selection. Given the state of the art of
test development, the attempt to select a perfect test for limited-Englishproficient (LEP) Asian students may be a futile effort. There are no available
instruments that are totally appropriate for the Asian LEP student if they are
administered With standardized procedures. A primary problem is that in most
instances appropriate representation of Asian children has not been included in
the standardization samples or norming procedures for the tests.

Few psychoeducational_tests include Asian children in the naming sample. _Of
those that do:(e.g;,,K-ABC), it is unclear which Asian groups were included.
Given the cultural diversity of the many Atian groups, It appears_unrealistic
to expect test publishers_to include a totally_representative sample of_Asian
children. Finally, even_though the_WechsIer_Inteiligence_Scale_for_ChildrenRevised LWISC40 has_been_transiated and normed in both Hong Kong and Taiwan,
the_utility of_the_trAmslations is_limitecibecanse they are applicable only to
recent Hong Kong and/or_Taiwan_immigrant students; These tests also require a
level of Chinese proficiency that few assessors possess.
We cannot ignore oritotallyieliminate the_use of standardized_psychowetric__
teete==they hAVe Velue_in the_assessment_process.__Howeveri_when_using these
tests, assessors should_ta)_understand_the_limitations of tests in general-they are at_best a "snapshot" of the_functional leveIs_of the student; (b)
know_the technical limitations of commonly used tests (see Watson, Grouell,
Helier, kOmark, 1980 test adequacy:checklist) and gauge use of thei_results
accordingly; (e)_aelectimeaeuree withithe student and the purpose ofithe_
testing ie
baited Oh the kinda of information_needed);_and (d)__
AdMinieter the inetruMente in a Clinical, nonstandardized manner (e.g., use the
teChnique of test-teach-test; avoid applying inappropriate norms).
Since tests alone do not provide all the information needed, we must have
alternative sources of data to confirm and cross-validate our data. Three
primary sources of additional information are:
1.

Written records. Asian students who have been attending school in this
country will have cumulative records containing many types of
background information (e.g., what happened to that child before he or
she came to you, and more specifically, whether or not the student had
an Adequate opportunity to learn, both in the United States And/or_the
student's native country). In Asian countries where there is a_well
developed educational system (e.g., Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea) it will
be possible to request written records much as you would from a
neighboring school district.

2.

Observations. It would be desirable to conduct observations in both
school and home settings, perhaps with the assistance of other members
of the assessment team.
It is not within the scope of this chapter to
diecuis the specifics on observations of Asian students, but in
conducting observations, culture and culture-specific behaviors should
be kept in mind.
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Interviews.i It is important to work and talk with specific school
personnel who have had contacts with the childi as well as the
parent/primary_caretaker._ The_latter can provide_valuable_information
about_the_student's_behaviors outside the structured school setting and
home_anvironment;__ General guidelines for interviewing an Asian parent
include the following:
o

o
o
o
o

o

o

Give the parents the option of being interviewed at home or at
school.
Offer_to bring an interpreter if unsure about the primary
languagei
Accept_hospitality; it conveys acceptance of the family.
Spend_time to build rapport, because interviews are not common
practice for many Asian parents.
Stateiyour purpose clearly_and_ofteno so that there win be no
misunderstandings_about your visit_.
Always_be_positive_with comments and questions;
Be_aware_that nonverbal cues may be more important-than verbal
cues, especially if the parents-are unfamiliar with English.
Sincere or condescending attitudes will be communicated.
When in doubt, adjust your communication style/body language to
that Of the_parents.
Be sure to follow up the visit with updates of information and
decisionai
Most_important, be_-_patient. There are many potential barriers to
cross-cultural communication; You-may be,tha link to thie massive
and confusing society of_many of_these Asian parents.
(Expanded from material developed by Dr. Sem Chen)

Interpreter/Translator
Throughout the entire assessment process, unless the parent and student are
fluenC. English speakers and/or the assessor is fluent in their primary
language, an interpreter/translator (I/T) will be needed.
The following three
general issues arise concerning the use of I/T's:
1.

SeatinusrrangementA Whether_the_meeting_is_an assessment or
conferencing_sessioni it_ls_most important that the_physical
arrangement be set up such that (a) a "They versus You" arrangement fa
avoided and (b) you remainjn a position_where you can observe and
maintain control of the entire process withort being left out.
Steps or phases. Much of the current training material on l/T's
focuses on different "phases" of this process:
(a) Preparation Phase. The assessor prepares the I/T by explaining the
purpose, general procedures, test materials, and terms to be used
for the upcoming session.
Issues such as confidentiality, acting
professionally, and not giving excessive cues may need to be
addressed directly.
(b) Interaction Phase. Observe the interaction between the I/T and the
student_and note any unusual mannerisms and/or facial or bodily
expressions.
(c) Debriefing Phase. Review the just-completed interaction and
clarify any observations noted. Ask the I/T for feedback about the
session.
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3.

Difficulty of_the interpretation/translation task; Effective
int_rpretinetranslating requires a nuMber of skills, including
auditory memory, sequencing, fluency, and paraphrasing. Assessors need
tO give I/T'sia0equate tite to prepare and they can facilitate the
procees_by using_short sentences, giving examples._and providing
encouragement._ Ideally, only credentiaIed and experienced bilingual
professionaIs_should be used as I/T's.
If such people are not
available, then_each I/T selected should be carefully chosen and
properly trained;

Student Interaction
Although there are_tremendous differences among Asian students, there are two
common tendencies that may be useful for assessors to consider as they interact
with an Asian student. These tendencies derive from the typical Asian
student's perception of adults as authority figures.
1.

During a one-to-one testing session, an Asian student will tend to be
much more teLe,e and stressed than his or her Anglo counterpart. The
stress results from several factors:
(a) Due to limited resources in mostiAsian countries,_testing has
always been used to screen out students, rather than to determine
eligibility for enteling a-program.
(b) Theisometithes excessively high achievement_motivation of Asian
students_can_create_tremendous_internaI pressure.
(c) One7rto-one interaction with_the teacher is not a common practice
except for disciplinary purposes.
For these reasons, the Asian student may also be unwilling to guess
during a testing session. Asian students often consider guessingor
the idea of taking a chance, to be inappropriate, especially in front
of a teacher. The testing session_thus creates anxiety for many Asian
students until they become more familiar with the demands and
expectations of the American educational institution.

2;

Since speed and accuracy are both reinforcediin most Mien countries,
Asian students tend to strive for both. It is not uncommon_for_many_
students_to sacrifice accuracy for speed._ The assessor should remind
the_student frequently that accuracy is as important as speed, if not
more so.

These behaviors are not intended to describe all Asian_students, but represent
tvo examples of how a relatively common experience Within AmeriCan SChools Can
be viewed by an Aeian Student.

CONCLUSION

The psychoeducational assessment of Asian students constitutes a difficult
task, especially in the_absence of appropriate instruments and personnel.
Nevertheless, the need for providing services to this population requires that
the assessment process continue. Assessment personnel can improve the process
for Asian students by:
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a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

having a knowledge of cultural factors;
becoming aware_of_one's strengths and limitations and those of
available instruments;
being open to team decision making;
establishing a clear purpose for_assessment;
employing multiple sources_of information; and
effectively using the skills of interpreters or translators.
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PARENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL ASIAN CHILDREN

Sa-a Chan

Within_the next 15±years, the Asian populdtion in the United States will
approkitately dOUble .to reach between 10.5 and 11.5 million==thUSitepreSenting
the highest_Percentage_growth_of_any_major ethnic group_in the_United Steté0
(Levy._1982).__Millions of_new_immigrants will have contributed to this
dramatically accelerated population growth. Demographic_trends:indicate_that
recent_Asian immigrants have been and will continue to be characterized by
predominantly non-English-speaking families_with young children, including
significant numbers Of children With exceptiOnal needs.
The idehtifitation_of_increasing numbers_of_special_needs_Adien_iMMigrant
children_in numerous_communities has prompted public agencies_to_address
corresponding critical needs and service delivery issues-7particularly,the
continued underrepresentation of Asian students and cliellts withinanarray of
educational, developmental, and family support services programa (K. Chan;
1981).1 For,axamplavUlthin the public schoolsl there ie eVidende to:inditate
that SignifiCantinuMbers_of non- or_limited!-English-speaking ASiati Children
with VariOus handicapping conditions_are_either not participating or may be
misplaced_in special_education programs_as a_result_of_underidentification and
misdiagnosis_(Ki_Chani_1983).__Furthermore, the parents of such children_face
persistent multiple barriers_which inhibit their access to needed services and
information., Such barriers include lack of language-appropriate parent
education±materials and information concerning resouttek, rightd, and_
responsibilitieS; Ilia of qualified bilingual, bicultural perSonnel; lack of
tultutally tOsponsive_service_models; and inadequate or inappropriate
Oiltreach methods employed by provider agenc.os.
Throughout efforts to enhance resoorces4,Asian children withidevelopmental,
special:needs,must be viewed within aft hiatorital and ecologital tontext of
familial,itultural, and Community systems.- This chaptar will thUS foCUS Oh
adlattad hiStorital experiences and sRecific cultural/lingdiStie fadtOrE
filated_tó Oirenta_of_exceptional_Asian children. Among such factors are__ __
childrearing_values and_family_socialization practicesi_traditional_attitudes
and_coping _styles in relation to children with handicapping conditions, and
cultural orientations and behaviors affecting service utilization. A model of
comprehennive parent education and training forinon7English-speaking Asian
parents Of deVelopmentally dittabled Children Will_also be reviewed.
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HISTORICAL EXPERIENCES
The_Asian population of this nation is an extremely_heterogeneous
multigenerational grouping of_approximately 29 distinct ethnic_groups with
diverse national origins and historiea,of_enietiehte it the Utited_Statts.
AsianiimMigrants, however,_have historically shared a common position as_a
minority subordinated oh the baaig of race and culture_(Kitano & Matsushimai__
1981); "Denied the rights_of_citizenshipi_denied_ownership of land, assaulted,
murderedi_and_pIated_in_concentration camps_ during World War II; Asians in
America have at one time or another been subjected_to tha_most appalling forms
of discrimination ever:perpetrated against any immigrant_group" (Sue, 1981, p.
115).::While:"Iegal" discrimination has served:as_the_primary toOlusedito
subordinate-Asiang, the fget that Atiansiare physiologically visible And_
obViously different from mainstream Americans has also contributed to their
victimization.
Stereotypic; undifferentiatedi_and hostile perceptions of Asian immigrants have
persisted alarmingly to the present time; Within the past few years,
increasing acts of domestic racial violence (includipg_several beatings and
murders) and a resurgence of scapegoating, stereotypingt and anti7Asian
activities have been documented throughout the countrY_(APAACi_1985)._ Asian!
AMericans are experiencing a "backlash"_phenomenon_wherein_"new yellow peril"
sentiment is_fueled by the perceived threat of Asian immigrants to jobs;
businesses, and community lifestyles (SmoIlar, 1983).
Among_the most:vulnerable and visible targets of such backlash_isithe
Indochinese refugee-population, which has grown to over moon since_1975;
The AtetitahlaatiMilattoh Of tefugeee frOM_Vietnami Laoai and Cambodia_is part
of a continuing ordeal stemming Irom_the_traumatic_experiences of decades of
wampersonali economici and social_losses; the uncertainties and dangers_of
flight; and months (even years) of detention in refugee camps (Moon & Tgshima,
1982);
Refugee resettlement strategies have entailed the 4idespread dispersal
of thousands of-individuals and families across the country in order to
"facilitate assimilation." :Survival and Adjustment to radical environmental
transitions have thus included the struggle against disintegration_of family;
community; and cultural ties_(King_&_Holley4 1985); Parents_of_disabIed
Children, in particulari_have_generally_been unable_to either receive or
maintain needed_specialized services; As_in the for other non7EnglIgh-speaking
Asian_immigrants, their needs have essentially remained unmet_in_many_
communities as a result of scare bilingual resources among schools and support
service agencies;
_

Ittigtation policies have created_hardships_for_other_Asian_immigrants as wen;
While attempting to obtain "vaivers_of_excludabiIity;" Asian immigrant families
have typically had_to be_ separate& from their disabled children for periods of
l_to 3 years; During this time; the affected child generally_remains in_the
care of relatives or friends_in the mother country.
The diffitOlties which
these caretakers experience have often-strained_relationshipsvith_the child's
family in the United States.i In addition to suffering_from their_chiles
absence) many parents have also_considered_themselves_guilty of_temporarily
"abandonine_their child.__In_one tragic_case; a parent couple emigrated to the
United_States_and,__after several yearsi finally obtained_a waiver for_their
only_child, who remained in Burma;_ However, during the period of time, the
Burmese government enacted immigration laws_which ultimately prevented the
parents from reentering the country to Obtain their Child (Chan, 1978).
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Even after immigrant_families are_finaiIy_united with disabled family_membersi
they have_had to submit annual reports regarding the status of such individuals
to the U.S. Government Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia.
Parents who are fearful of lecpardizing their immigration status may:_
demonstrate a persis..ent reluctance to make use_of the available publit_
Services of local_government agencies. _Underemployment_and grossly inadequate
faMily resources further_contribute_to_the despair_experienced by those parents
who came to America seeking a "cure" for their affected child.
These_experiences and_conditionsiserve to illustrate the potentially severe
social, political, and_governmental stresses which profoundly_impact Asian:
immigrRnt families with_exceptionalichildren.
Advpoates:and providers must_
acknow3edge and be sensitive to such stresaes_as: they relate:to the respective
ethnic groups._ Specific information regarding wheni_wilyi and_under what____
circumstances_particular_famiIies_emigrated_to the_United States is critical in
facilitatinvan understanding of the_child's and parents!_needs. AsipreviousIy
suggested; Asian immigrant families and special needs,children_cannot be
understocCievaluated, nor served_in terms of_isolated clinical or narrow
professional:perspectives._:The hiStbrical experiences of loss,_discriMination,
and fOrces_which erode fatally stabilfty each contribute to the immigrant
parents' identity, institutional/agency perceptions; and particiOatiOn in their
:

Child's w.-.re.

CULTURAL INFLUENCES
The Asian_immigrant experience in the United States-has been further
characterized:by complex acculturation processes. In response to a generally
hostile and threatening environment; early_immigrants formed segregated
communities that served as_buffers for their survival. Such_isolation
contributed to the reinforcement andipreservationiof well-ingrainedicultural
traditions (Sue; 1981)Throughout the process of increasing-acculturation
among successive generations of Asian Atericans, selected traditional:cUltural
values and corresponding family socialization:practices have:persisted.:
Moreover, recent Asian immigrant populations_have ilso established residence_in
ethnic communities wherein their respective_Ianguages and cultural styles (both
traditional and contemporary Asian) are maintaintd;
Thus; despite considerable_variation among the generations of Asians in:thiA
country, certain:common and enduring cultural traditions are:evident.: An
ditertries4 of traditional ASian CUltural Value§ And socialization practices will
indicate_how they contract with Western normsr!-thereby producing "culture
conflict" and additional famiIy/parental stress.
Basic Orientations and Values

Traditional cultural orientations and_values among thevarious Asian ethnic
groups are rooted in civilizations which have endured for:over 51000 years.
Throughout the latter:half of this history, most Asian cultures have been
principally influenced by the doctrines_and_philosophies of_Buddhismj__
Confucianismj and Taoism. Each religion offers a view of the world and
prescriptions for living which emphasise selected virtues and adherence to
codes of behavior.
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Co:dila-At thought, in particUlar, isAguided by a philotophidal orientation
wherein harmony is_the keynote_of existence._ The individual must_strive_to_
achieve intrapsychic_harmonyi_interpersonal harmony, and_harmony_withnature as
weIl_as_time (past, presenti_and_future).__This orientation is manifested in
characteristic "situation centeredness" (in contrast_to the typically_ Western
orientation_of itdividual_centeredness).: :More tpecifically, in interpersonal
relationthipt,_the iftdividual_mobilizes his_or her_thought anu Actiet to_
CohforM to SodiAl reality rather than makingisocial reality Corder-ill to the_
Itterhal regulation (introspection and_the development of selfindividual.
control) is_critical to this process and serves to promote the establishment of
a stable social order.

Maintenance:of harmony entails_maintenance of social orderiand_dictates
cotformity th rules-of propriety.
Individual status is-defited ih terms of
well-defined traditiotal roles and corresponding_formally presetibed behaViott.
ThUt. 680 indiViddal_occupies a definite place in society as Well AA Withit
the fiatilY ahd Must "know his_or her_place"__and act in accordance_with hie or
her_position;Family_and social behaviors_are_tbus governed:byiesteem:fori
hieraTchical_roIes and relationships_and_the virtue of fIllal_plety; Aside
from_its importance in_maintaining social ordsr andiagiving,face": (i.e.,
recognition and respect); filial piety is the_prototype of desirable
interpersonal relationships from which benevolence (Viewed at the ettettialand
highest_quality Ofitettal functioning) may emerge. Filial piety Contittt of
UnqUettionitig loyalty and obedience_to_parents_and_concern_for and
understanding_of_their needs and_wishes._ While originating_between the:child
and his or her parentsi_this relationship is ultimately extended to relations
with all authority (Tsengi 1973);
Prescribedirolet and relationships thus emphasize suborditatiet atd
interdependente. Eath individual views himself or:herself as at ifitegral part
of the_totality of the fAMIly_and_the larger social structure_and experienCes a
SoCial/OtYChological_dependence_on othersi__Cooperation.
reciprocity_are essential_elements_of_social_interaction.: Againi_these values
sharply_contrast with_Western ideals of_competition,_autonomy, and_self-i
reliance:in the context of a society with significantly less well-defined, more
highly varied and often ambiguous social/familial roles and eXpeetatiott.
Belief it:the Odprem:cy of the universal_order over oreself_is_further
manifested in_reverence_for_the past. _The_individual isiviewediasithe product
of_all_generations_of the family from the_beginning of time. People's
behaviors, therefore, reflect_upon their ancestors as well as their,race._
While striving to defend the family's honor and enhance its reputation, the
individual musT_properly,observe-historical events and taittain family
traditiOnt._ Thit_traditional orientation toward living with the past also
differt Markedly froM the Western preoccuvtion with the future and living for
tomorrow.
Child Rearing Practices
While servirtg as the principal guides for thinking and behavior, ttaditthhal
cultural OtiehtatiohSiand values_have:profoundly influenced the_socielization
ekperieted Of Atian_Children._ Specific_information_pertaining_toithe values,
child Tearing practices of respective Asian_populatinns:has_
been presented in several recent publications. Primary references addressing
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multiple Asian, Indochinese, and Pacific Island-ethnic groups include Union:of
PAO AAiAti Communities-(1980), Pan Asian Parent Education Projeot (1982), Hatsuo
(1932), And PoWell_(1983). :Additional references pertaining speCifitally to
Chinese_04SU,_1981; Huang,_19761, Japanese_(Kitano_VKikUmura0 1976),_and
se1eced_Indochinese_groups:(Dung,_1984;_National_Indochinese_Clearinghouse,
1980) are also available. Examination of this_litersture reveals obvious__
variationi:in the child rearing values and practicesiof respective Asian:ethnic
groups;
However, as_is the case with basic cultural orientations and_values,
there la Significantly_ more commonality across ethnic_groups with reapett to
beleCted ttaditienal child rearing practices.
SuCh characteristid patterns
warrant summary review.
Each Asian cultural group treasures the newborn child as a "gift from the_
gods," the_center of the universe; Assumed_to be born_with a predilection_for
good, childrenimust nonetheleasireceive proper training,and learning tn,order
tb develupitheir "innate" positive characteristics. While proper traiting:iS_
thUS-cOnaideted eSsential,:children are initially:perceived as being telatiVely
helpless and not responsible for their_actions. Parents:are,:thetefota, very
tolerant and_permissive_(by_Western_standards), and_immediately_gratify their
infants! early dependency needs._ Motherrinfant_interaction_is characterized by
an_emphasis on close physical contact rather than_active vocal stimulation.
Children usually sleep in the same room-or bed with their_parents for an
extended petiod±of time. There ia an absence of:rigid schedules, and parerts
generally haVe later age expectations (relative to parents from western
eultureg) toith reapect to early developmental:processes-such as weaning_drid::
aelf=feeding. Throughout infancy and the toddler petiod,_children ate OtoVided
with_a very_nurturanti secure, and predictable_environment_by_their_parents and
other members of_their nuclear end extended families. This experience:serves
as the foundation for the development of very strong family attachments.

The presehuul period represents a transitional phase wherein:Childtekart
dicpedt6d to assume increasingly greater responsihility_fot theit oWt behaVior.
Parental expectations_for_earlier acquisition_of_pre-academic and selfrhelp
skilla_(e,g,i_grooming,_dressingi_compIeting_chores) are_evident. _Upon
reaching school agei_children experience accelerated movement toward
independence_training_ within the context of-the family_and home envitonment
The protest:is fatilitated,_in part, by inclusion of childten,in adult affaira
and_attivitiwauch as_weddings, funerals,:and social and_businetii fbbetibbA.
They thus receive early exposure:to socially appropriate pattetna And proper
codea_a_behaVior_which_are_quickly_learned_through_participation,_obietVatiOn,
and_imitationi___The_immediate parent,rchild relationship_also_becomes more
formal, and adult_demands are_more rigidly enforced. In_contrast to the
repeated indulgence_experienced during earlier years, children are now
subjected to markedly increased discipline.
BehaViditS Whith:are punished include disobedience, aggression (pattitOlatly
sibling-d1rected),_and_failute_to_fulfill_primary_responsibilitie6; Patents
may_respond to_more serious_transgressions by:either threatening_or_actuaIly
engaging in temporary remaval of the child from the family householdi(e.g.ii_
locking the child outside theihome) and/or isolating the child from the family
social-life. Other forms of discipline include the use of shaming, scolding,
tit guilt indUCtion, which_resultiin "loss ofiface," Children ate urged to
adopt an empathic_orientation and consider the negative impact Of theit deViant
behavior on others (including the distress and shame which they have caused
:
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Children will alsO be retinded of the
their parentelfamily to experience).
subsequent ridicule and_rejection they may encounter when interacting with
those whose approval they seek.
Highly:valued_behaviors such as completing:chores and academic achievement are
recoguited ifiditettly.-:In essence, a child is expected to doiwell it these
AteaS and therefore eeldom receives:contingent rewards:or social_reitifordeteht
for Verious perfortances. _Adknowledgment_of accomplishMent is ofteh Manifested
in_the form_of_parental exhortations_to "do_better,"_to_strive_for_even_higher
Ievels_of achievement.; _These normative patterns of behavior extendi=toextrafamilial relationships whereby praising oneself or family members in the
preeence_of others in_prohibited.
In fact,_compliments are often_politely
diamiased or fidgeted by immediate counrer-discussion of fahlta ahd oelf=
deprecating remarke.
Athotig Critical_child rearing_factors_is the_existence of_well-defined_rOlee and
corresponding_sets of_behavior_for_each_famiIy_member;
TheseiroIes:iare_highly
interdependent and_exist within a cohesive patriarchal vertical:structure.
Parents' foremost_concerns revolve around their parental roles_and_child
rearing responsibilities. They are prepared:to readily sacrifice personal
needs in servihg the interests of_their children-ahd in providihg for the:
welfare ahd adeutity tifithe family:as a whole.i_In turn, parents deadele the
right to_demand_unquestiOning obedience from_their_children.
Thie relationshi0
represents the_aforementioned_virtue of_filiaLpiety, whereby the_role of
parents is to define_the Iaw and the_duty of children is to listen:and obey;
The authority of parents extends to grandparents and uncles mid aunts,:who are
clearly:paternal and maternal in their involvement with children.
Such
authority tteteletes into_personaliaccountability and_reepoheibility_fot the
Childrente behaVier, which_is_considered: a _direct_reflection of the parenta'
abilitY_to_proVide proper guidance, _Misbehavior on the part of dhildren iS
thus generally attributed to inadequate or improper training at home.

As children mature_and eventually acquire-younger siblings, they too must
assume selected Child rearing:tesponsibilities_augmetting those of the parehta.
Older aiblihiga Arktottihdly delegated_the responsibility of caring fet yedhger
siblings and ate thud eiTected to modeliadult7like behaviors in order to Bet
good Okamples.Like parents,_older_siblings are_also expected_to_periodically
sacrifice_personal_needs in_favor of_younger_sibIingsi _These roIes_are_
formalized_to_the_extent_that_children_in_the family are addressed:by:kinship
terms whichiindicate,whether they are older or younger and which may further
specify their ordinal position-it the family.: The "reciprocity" inherent is
siblingirelatiohahipa is:clearly illustrated_in the-classic parehtal reepohie
tO aiblihg:argiimehra:
the older sibling is_generally_scolded for tot Setting a
good eicamplei and the_Younger sibling is chastized for failing to respect the
older brother or sister.
The children thus learn to view their role-within the_family and society in
terms of-relationships and obligations.
They must readily acquire a hehae of
Metalebligetioh ahd primary loyalty:to the family. This translate/4 into
behaViOrA WhiCh eerVe to maintain and enhance_the_family naMe, honori_and face.
Hereih_lies the "pride and_shame"_principle_whereby_individuaI behavior__
reflects on_itheientire_family._On_the_one_hand, highIy_valued individual:
achievements such_as academic or occupational_success serve to promote the__
family welfare and are a source of shared pride among family members;
On the
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other hand, dysfunctional:, antisocial* or otherwise negatively valued behavior
exhibited by a family member results in a collective family experience of
profound shame.

Observance of specified roles, relationships, and codes of conduct results in a
persistent awareness_of the effects of one's behavior on others. In-contrast
to_the moreiegocentric, individualistic orientation characteristic of Western
culture* Asian children are socializedito_think and act in proper relation to
Parents_thus
others and must learn to transcend their_personal concerns.
effectively share_and_controi_much of_thchildren's_behavior by appealing to
their sense_of duty_or obligation. As noted_earlier,_ they_may periodically
evoke_fear:of personal ridicule or the prospect of family shame as a
consequence of misbehavior;
In general, Asian parents are significantly more controlling, restrictive, and
protective of their children than are Anglo parents. Children are taught to
suppress aggressive behavior, overt expressions of negative emotions, and
personal grievances; they_must_inhibit strong feelings and exercise_selfcontrol in order to maintain family harmony.
There is a typical avoidance of
frank discussion or highly verbal communication between parent and child. This
is particularly true in the area of sexuality, which is suppressed in cultures
where physical contact is minimized and public expression of affection are rare
and embarrassing. The communication pattern is also one-way: parent to child
(the parent speaks, and the child listens). The father is particularly distant
in this respect and does_not generally invite_confidences or initiate "talks"
with his children. The mother-child relationship is closer and more verbal.
Father-mother interaction is often characterized by Indirect communications,
inferences, and unstated feelings.
The:protective and controlling orientation of Asian parents may also be
manifested in a basic destruct of outsiders. In an attempt to control outside
influences, parents often restrict their children's social interaction by
allowing access_to only selectedrolemodels(e.g. family and_close_friends),
this may include the children's peer group and playmates;
Asian chiIdren_are
also trained to:be dependent upon their parents for a significantly longer
period of time in_comparison to Anglo-children of the same age. Independent_
peer interaction and autonomous social behavior (including ultimately_leaving
the family to reside outside the home) occur at much later ages relative to
Western norms.
Each_of:the_child rearing an.l_socialization practices characteristic of
tradition-oriented Asian families described here obviously impact upon parental
attitudes, perceptions, and behaViors vis-a-vis schools and various family
support services.i:Parents of:special needs:children may also be:significantly
influenced by traditional social viewsi_attitudesi_and corresponding coOing
strategies related to children with handicapping conditions.

Views of Handicapping Conditions and Coping Strategies
Among the various Asian ethnic groups, major handicapping conditions (e.g.,
serious emotional disturbance, mental retardation, physical/sensory
disabilities) are traditionally viewed with considerable stigma. Such stigma
is created, in part, by traditional attributions which link specific
handicapping conditions to various causes.
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One-of thei more common explanations_for the existence of a disability:in a
child is that it represents a punishment for sins or moral transgressions
committed by the parents or their ancestors (Chan, 1976). This notion of
hereditary taint_is_illustrated_in_the_specific_attributions_discussed hy more
tradition-oriented_parents_of deveIopmentany_disabIed_children. _For example,
in a_study conducted by Chan_(1978)i_a Chinese father reported_experiencing a
great deal of guilt associated with the fact that he had gamblediextensively
and was involved in an extramarital affair at the timeiofhis wife's pregnancy
with their:second child--thereby "causing"_his son to be born with_cerebral
palsy. A! Japanese mother of an emotionally disturbed girl believed her
daughter had inherited "bad_genes" from a maternal great uncle who was an
alcoholic ulth a violent temper.

Another type of attribution is the assumption that handicappedindividual§ are
possessed:by demons, ghosts, or evil spirits.
Fen- example, a Korean mother of
tWo_mentally retarded boys-claimed that their "sickness" was caused by_the
"spirit of a dead horse which had entered their bodies during her_pregnancies.
She, in turn, sought the "cure for_their_afflictiJn_by resorting_to_daily
prayer_and_meditation. _Another_mothe,- who_thought her_severeIy retarded
daughter was_possessed by_a ghost; wc .1_regularly bring_the child to a mmk
who sang chants and provided her
"lucky charm" made from-herbs to hang
around the girl's neck (Chan,:1978; Lim-Yee, 1983). :In cases_of children with
epilepsy, family members are_know to seek the help_of_monks. priests, or
shamans to perform healing rituals or exorcisms and thus drive the "demon" from
the child's body.
Various_ Chinese mothers of disabIed_children_have also related the causes of
their children's_disabilities to behaviors which they engaged_in during their
pregnancy with:the_affected children.
One mother was a seamstress,who
frequently used scissors-throughout her pregnancy; she felt that she was thus
responsible foriher daughter's congenital hand_anomaly0_which_was characterized
by a split thumb. A mother_of a_child_wIth a_cleft_palate_assumed_that_it_was
related to_her having seen_horror fiIms_and_pictures_of evil gods during the
initial stages of her pregnancy._ Yet another, the mother of an autistic child,
insisted that her temper outbursts during her pregnancy were the cause of the
child's disorder (Chan-sew, 1980).
:

Apart fromimoralistic, spiritual, or:superstitious_attributions_i_there_exist
other traditional beliefs_which attribute_handicapping_conditions_to_an_ _
imbalance_(excess_or_deficiency) of_physioIogicaLfunctions (Lin_&_Lin 1978).
These_beIiefs_originate_from the theoretical system of Chinese medicine, which
emphasizes the_importance of the mind-body relationship and the principle that
healthiis maintained_when the_forces ofYin and Tang and the "five elements" of
the body are balanced and in harmony.
Whenever_an:imbalance occurs) illness
results. Traditional Chinese family meMbers may thus relate handicapping
conditions in children to_an_unbalanced diet_during_the_mothees_pregnancy.
For examplei a parent_of a Down_syndrome_child_attributed her_daughters
hypotonia to_her failure to drink_adequate amounts of beef bone soup during
pregnancy,__Eating lamb or veali on the_other hand-i-is forbidden because such
meat is believed to cause epilepsy in the unborn child; inject. one:of_the:
Chinese colloquialisms for epilepsy is_synonymous with a disease in lambs which
is manifested as a seizure disorder. _Other_foods_such as bananas_and
Watermelons are also to be avoided because they purportedly create imbalance
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in Yin and Yang forces. Excessive iron intake is believed by some to result in
a fetus with hard bones, thus contributing to a potentially difficult labor and
delivery (Lim-Yee, 1983).

Traditional_assumptions_regarding_the_etiology_Of various handicapping
conditions_are_often accompanied_by_traditional views_concerning_the nature of
specific disorders; Among many_Asian languages a number of_different_terms_
are used to describe characteristics associated with conditions such as mental
retardation,or mental Illness. Theae terms are often highly variediipossibly
inconsistent, andido not necessarily connote the same meaning-nor refer to
precise:clinical descriptions corresponding to the Englishidefinitions of
selected disorders._ Mental retardation may_be equated with_mental illness.
Mental_iliness. in turn, may_be_narrowly defined in terms of_extreme deviance
and equated with overtly aggressive, antisocial acting-out behavior.
However, parents may be highly tolerant of_deviant behavior in_young children
andireluctant to admit to their perceived_inability_to cope:with probleme by
seeking professional-help. A sense of parental inadequacy:is particularly
acute if they have children who are exhibiting_persistent learning and/or
psychonocisl difficulties_inLthe school_setting_i__Such_problems are often_
traditionaily_attributed to "laziness"_and_oppositionaI behavior on the_part of
the affected children as well as the presumed inability or fallure_of_the
parents_to provide "proper training." Given such training and sufficient
parental resolve, these children are expected to mature and ultimately outgrow
their difficulties.
_

Each_of_these_traditional_views pertaining_to_the_causes and_nature of
handicapping conditions_obviously_create_famiIy_embarrassmenti_shame._and_
Even if exposed_to_objective_information_about the_child's_disabiIity,
stigma;
parents must still_cope with the prospect that their affected son-or daughter
will be unable to fulfill expectations-of academic or occupational achievement
which:give the family a "good name."- The-subsequent emotional reactions_
experienced:by parents:may vary considerably and are Jnfluenced by a number of
unique_family and child_characteristics_as well_as_experiences_in receiving
information/aseistance from professionals.; These characteristics have been
detailed by BIacher_(1984),_who has aIso_chaIlenged the popular assumption_that
parents of handicapped children proceed_through an ordered sequence of:discrete
"stages of-adjustment" and ultimately attain a-"final stage" of "acceptance"
Lim=Yee (1983)_hae further indicated how classic "grief cycle" phases such as
denial and_guilt are directly affected by traditional cultural beliefs and
orientations.
Among such orientations is a philosophical perspective which is fatalistic in
nature.
If life_is presumed to be essentially unalterable and unpredictable,
there is a need for-resignation to external conditions and events over which
one supposedly has little or no:control. _Within this_context. human suffering
is viewed as part Of the_natural order.
Acceptance of one's-fate,
perseverance_without_complairt,_maintenance of inner strength. and emotional
seifrestraint_are thus considered_necessary_expressions of_dignity.
Accordinglyi_parents_may_be expected_to stoically accept their fate_and
lifelong burden_as principal caretakers of their handicapped children;
However. depen4ing Upon what-thG parents perceive the cause to ba of child's
disability.:they may nonetheless seek the advice of_"indigenous healers" and
employ traditional remedies such as healing ceremonies and rituele. herbal
Medicines, and acupuncture (Egawa & Tashima, 1982).
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Traditional_view9 of_handicapping conditions and re3atea coping_strategies_
clearly_influence the way Asian families_respond to available services; An
emerging pattern of avoiding agency support services is further exeerhated by
fears:among immigrants of riskinvdeportation as public charges if they_become
Howeverbeyond various cultural orientations
dependent upon:public services.
and fears, lack ofiadequate information about available resources and
institutional barriers (including language barriers) contime to serve as the
primary deterrents_to effective_use of_existing services by_Asian_parents_with
Sufficient_knowledge_of_available services_must_be
special needs_children.
complemented_ by_trust in those who provide such:services of follow-through is
to occur. The development of such trust is facilitated by awareness of and
sensiti\_ty_to cultural styles and behaviors evidenced in interactions with
professionals.
Interaction Styles Relative to Service Providers
Critical_to the process of gaining initial access to Asian families and clients
is a recognition of the aforementioned "trust" factor and the degree to which
traditional family- and ethnic- or community-centered orientations contribute
to a tendency to view "outsiders" with a degree of suspicion -(Sue, 1981).
Helping professionals, particularly those employed by public human service
institutions (including schools and health care, mental health, and social
service_agencies), must be_aware of the proper entry points to Asian
communities. More specifically, certain formal and informal communication
networks and established social relationships within selected Asian communities
play a major role in determining whether or not a family in need will view an
available public service as acceptable or trustworthy (Murase, 1977). Thus,
"third parties" or indigenous intermediaries who are trusted and have
credibility within the community may need to inform to given family about the
type of service to be_offered and its corresponding value. These same
individuals (who might include parents of special needs children) or other
bilingual family friends or advoces may then need to accompany families on
their initial visits to various agr.:zies, particularly_those agencies which do
not have staff who are proficient in the native Asian language of the family.
The information source through which a family learns about a particular
service, the nature of corresponding word-of-mouth communications,_and initial
encounters or first experiences with the agency all profoundly contribute to
the agency's reputation within the community and its ultimate acceptability
(Chan, 1985).
Public agencies should thus acknowledge the liaison role of community
"gatekeepers" and bilingual family meMbers, friends, or advocates in 7)rov1dlitg
initial support, reassurancei_and needed_information, thereby facilitating
successiul_ontry_into_a_"system," However, continued reliance upon such
individuals as translators or interpreters for_subsequent interactions with_the
family_(particularly those which are clinical in,nature) may be_inappropriate.
Communication difficulties and role:conflicts often arise from personal
relationships and the liaison's lack of directitraining in addressing
potentially complex issues:and conveying technical information. The use of
"outside"_translators_is_also_problematic_if they_are_not_sufficiently_familiar
with_the nature_anclpurpose of_various client_interactions, do not exhibit
professional behaviors (including an ability to maintain_confidentialityLof
information), and/or failito accurately translate and interpret the genuine
content of proVider-client communications. When bilingual/bicultural ataff
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are availablc, their proficiency in the specific dialects spoken by the client
Moreover, the individual
population must be carefully assessed.
country of origin, social_class
characteristics of such staff members
background, interpersonal skills, sensitivity, reliability, and overall
competence and credibility) will significantly impact upon the establishment of
successful client contacts and relationships.
Once contact has been established, tradition-orientediclients will_likely
expect_an_initial_formality_characterized by well-defined roles and cleari
communication_regarding what is_being_requested_and/or what specific services
can
offered; Among Asian_populations_there_exists_a_traditional orientation
towsla professionals as authority_figures who are directivei_employ_structured,
practical problem..solving approaches, and provide, specific "answers"_and
recommendations. The_professional is assumed to have expertise andithe ability
to offer assistance which uniquelyisupplements faMily resources. The
establishment_of_credibility and_the provision_of concrete* direct services
from_the outset_is thus_likely_to facilitate client follow7through and:
maintenance of the professional-client relationship.__These_considerations_are
especiallyisignificant for familiesiwho have been referred_for initial public
services afteria prolonged period of exclusively drawing upon, and possibly
exhausting, private family resources_and coping strategies in response to an
exceptional child's problems and needs.
Throughout_the_process_of developing an initial_relationship, the service
Many
provider should also be cognizant of the_family's "facesaving"_needs.
Asian parents mayiexperience intense_shame, guilt, and_anxiety_in seeking_or
being encouraged to se'e outside professional help. These reactions_may be
intensified for parents who have been requested to particIpate in child-related
conferences or educational planning meetings. The traditional parental
orientation toward schools or professionals entrusted with the education and
care_of_children_is_one_of_deference, noninterference, and delegation of
authority and responsibility. _Thusi_despite mainstream philosophical movements
and corresponding legislative mandates dictating "parent involvementi" this
concept:may be both alien and threatening to traditional Asian parentsparticularly if formal requests for parent participation are interpreted as
indications that the child's difficulties have exceeded the_professionals'
teaching or intervention capabilities and the parents are thus being held
accountable.
Whether parents are requested to meet with professionals or have initiated
efforts to obtain assistance, their ultimate public disclosure of child- or
family-related problems may be extremely difficult. Within the context of
traditional behavioral dictates, such disclosure may be considered a betrayal
of family loyalty or trust, an act of weakness, and/or a form of disgracing the
family's honor or reputation. This belief is reinforced by a more general
reticence to "burden" others with problems which the parent or family should be
able to resolve internally. Moreover, sharing personal problems and concerns
with an authority figure (even though such an individual is an identified
helping professional) may be construed as an act of disrespect (Toupin, 1980).
This perception obviously affects counseling transactions with mental health
professionals whose roles and expectations are conceptually foreign to many
tradition-oriented Asians (Chan, 1980; Kitano & Matsushima, 1981; Sue, 1981).
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Sensitivity:to an individual's or family's need_to_save face_can be
demonstrated in various ways. The_helping_professional_is cautioned against
venturing_into_a_frank_::;cussion of_specific_problem areas too quickly.
Although_the client typically may expect formality at the outset, the,
professional is encouraged:to spend time establishing personalrapport and to
allow for_discussion of information which may only be indirectly_related or
even unrelated to the_referring problems:or perceived needs._ Asian:parents
typically will:place great value on:the helping professional's continued
expression of interest and concern for their general health_and_well-being,_
scheduling flexibility_and_accommodationi and willingness_to_meet in culturally
familiar_surroundings_or make home_visits and to provide direct assistance or
accompaniment in contacts with other agencies/professionals while assuming an
active role as child and family advocate.
Unfortunately, agency-fiscal constraints and/or the professional's deSignated
roles and responsibilities .may prohibit_or_limit such_involvement.
Nevertheless,_the_professionalican_still effectively_communicate genuine
personal_regard_for_the_client's_welfare while remaining aware of reasonable
boundaries in satisfying the client's dependency needa; -This process may be
difficult for service:providers-who are unfamiliar with th2 traditional Asian
orientation toward authority. Historically,-meMbers of-Western cultures have
perceived_Asians as being "inscrutable" people:who rarely display emotion or
speak_their_minds. :Ethnocentric service providers_may thus "clin::ally"
interpret client behavior patterns_as being_indicative_of passivity,
Such value
submissivenessi_excessive_dependencyi_or_even resistance;
judgments can_lead_to_frustrating _attempts to aggressively prompt the client
into increased self-disclosure; independent decision making, and action. The_
resulting provider-client alienation ia then rationalized in terms_of the need
to_aasist others who are ostensibly more willing to cooperate and demonstrate

Service_providers thus_may_directly_contribute to deteriorating relationships
with_Asian clients by failing to acknowledge certain behavior patterns as_
manifestations of deference_to authority.: As noted earlier,_traditional ASiana
are highly aware of their rank_or place:within:a given social structure; their
corresponding prescribed role governs thefr behavior to the extent of
determining their speech and general_countenance_(Toupin,_1980). Personal
characteristics such_as age,_sexi_education, occupation, social status, family
background,_and_marital or parental_status may each serve_to:dictate_what is
communicated between individuals and in what manner.- Respective individual_
attributesiand_the nature_of_a given:relationship will traditionally:determine
language structure and behaviors ouch as who will bow:the:lowest, initiate
communication, change subjects, speak more sOftly or loudly, look_away_when_
eyes meet, and bemost:accommodating (Shon,_1980)._ Thusi_when_interacting with
professionals, Asian clients may_convey_respect_for authority by engaging in
prescribed behaviors_such_as_repeated hea&-noddingi avoidance of direct eye
contacti_minimizing_opontaneous verbalizations (including aaking questions or
making one's needs or desires explicit), and refraining from critital
comments;
Unfortunately, the primary importance of conveying respect_and adhering to
traditional virtues_such_as patiencej
erve,_and_!'holding back" can result in
a_persistent reluctance_to seek_clar!
tion or explanations of written
materials, specific verbal communications, or agency/provider expectationa.
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Moreover,_limited-,or non-English7speaking Asian clients who are unfamiliar
With AMerican institutions and cultural_nuances are the tmst likely to
demonstrate such_reluctance while_remaining in_great need_of_reIevant
informationi__This tendency_is particularly apparent_in_the area of_advocacy
and Asian_parents'AnitiaI orientation toward_pursuing the legal rightsiand
service entitlements of their special needs children -In contrast to the
American saying, "The squeaky wheel gets the grease," AOians may be more_
inclined to abide by the proverb, "The nail that sticks up will get pounded
down."
Traditional_Asian_parents may_thus_postpone indicating_their_choice of_
alternatives or_foHowing through on multiple recommendations which are
presented to them. _The perceived ambiguity of the professionrl-client_
relationship exacerbaten parental_anxiety and fear of committing a social error
in behavior or speech which will invoke a "loss_of face." :When given options,
parents may be primarily concerned about selecting those which are'perceived to
be most valued by the professional. If unsure, parents will conservatively
avoid "second guessine the professional_and_the_possibility_of_selecting_the
"wrong" choice or course_of action7.-thereby preventing_potentiaLIoss of_face.
Thereforei_the_professionaI must be patient and_anow for sufficient_time and
input_ to facilitate client decision making; The Asian cultural value placed on
private preparation_before public action is_embodied in,the_proverb, "Think,
over three times, then-act." Throughout this process, the-professional_must
also recognize:the family as the primary social unit and the traditional role
of senior faMilymembers_in collectively providing inputi_making decisions, and
resolving problems as they relate to individual: within the family.
Successful professional7client_relationships are often characterized by the
Asian parent's ensuing sense of obligation-and reciprocity. If the serVices
provided by the prOfessional are_highly valued, theiparents feel a need to
respond-to actions which are kind and helpful.r-particularly those Which are
ostensibly "freely"_given and_for_which direct monetary repayment is
unnecessary_(as_is_the_case_for_various_pubIic_services).
In the_absence of
opportunities tn respond reciprocally to the professional's_own needs for
assistance, parents must display their gratitude through gift-giving or_
personalized expressions of repayment. Moreover, the debt which is owed is
viewed as lifelong.
Such reciprocity differs from the straightforward
expression of gratitUde in-the Western sense; it is the basis of a relationship
or bond of friendship_which_persists_long_after the_initial debt has_been paid.
Therefore, the_professional's refusal_ to accept a_cIient's_ offer of_gifts,
favors, or invitations for more personal social interaction may be_construed as
rejection and failure to give_face._ Considerable tact, forethought, and
sensitivity must be employed in such situations.

PARENT EDUCATION AND TAINING
The preceding review of selected historical experiencesandicultural influences
illustrates_the potentialicomplexities of serving parents of exceptional Asian
children.: Nevertheless, the interaction andiinterdependence Of parent/child
characteristics and:family experiences must be systematically_examined-and
incorporated into the parent education or counseling process (Young, 1980).
Related_service programs,_however, have typically_failed to develop an
ecological perspective whereby the chila's needs nre e.:4seried within the
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cultural/linguistic contexts-of the home, school; and community; _This
deficiency persists despite Public Law 94-142 and Public Law 98-199-amendments
which_mandate meaningful parent involvement_in_the_process of planning,
implementing, and evaluating the handicapped child's education in each Of the
above contexts.
Given the acute shortage of bilingual service providers, education and training
programs for non-English-speaking Asian parents_are an essential_means of
promoting_access to needed services_as well as increased parent involvement in
the child's education. The critical need for culturally/linguistically
appropriate_parent training models and materials has prompted the development
of such programs for selected Asian populations.
One of the earliest reported group parent education programs designed_
specifically for-Asian families with disabled children was conducted_by:Chan
(1977)4 The number of parent:participants was relatively small, including:both
English7 and_non7English-speaking Japanese Athericaniparents representing three
successive_generations_whose_childrenpresented with primary diagnoses such as
attention_deficit_disorder, autismi_and_mental_retardation.___The_program was
implemented as_ a preliminary investigation of culturaIly_reIevant_parent
training variables._ _Thus a variety of both child and parent assessment
instruments were-employed. The parents were specifically_assessed with regard
to individual child rearing_attitudes, perceptions of their particular child's
disability (etiology4 associated characteristics, prognosis:and expectations),
coping_styles* and_specific_needs for_child interventioniand family support
services4 _Findings were then_integrated_into a parent_education curriculum
which included practical and readily understandable_information_about_the
children's specific handicapping conditions; child development principles_and
the specific_developmental levels of the_children; behavior management and
teaching techniques; and relevant community resources.

The successful_outcomes_of_this_initial_program_reinforced the importance_of
providing_parents with comprehensive information and practical_skills_which
will increase their effectiveness_in meeting the exceptional child's needs
(Chan, 1982). Subsequent investigations_and diverse_parent training programs
contributed-to the refinement of culturally/linguistically responsive models
and methodologies for various Asian populations (S. Chan, 1983). These efforts
culminated in the establishment of a major statewide "Parent Education/Training
(PET) Project" which_served non- aud_11mited-Eng1ish7speaking_Chinese, Korean,
and Latino parents with young developmentally disabled children.
The basic elements of the PET model and_corresponding methodologies, curriculum
materials, and findings have been detailed by Chan; Lim-Yee, and_Vandevier
Among the unique aspects of the model was the role of:the "parent
(1985).
facilitator." This role was adapted from the "Connections" model of parent
training Which_was_oliginally developed_and_fie1d7tested_for English7-speaking
parents (Mendoza,_1982). The_PET Project_parent_facilitator_was_a_bilingual
parent of a_developmentally disabled child who-served:as a co-leader with a
professional training_coordinator in conducting the parent groups. The parent
facilitator was also instrumental in initially recruiting parent participants,
conducting needs assessments, and ensuring continued parent_participation.
Such efforts were enhanced by preliminary facilitator training in the areas of
adult_learning_principlesi_effective_teaching_modalities, communication and
leadership_skilIsi group process variables, and culture-specific group
interaction and participation factors.
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The positive impact_of_the PET program_on parent participants was highly
In addition to profound
significant at_ai number of different levels;
attitudinal and behavioral_changes occurring among individual parents,
cIntinued group support and organizational activities emerged from the_project.
Another product-was the establishment of a subsequent 2-year "Multicultural
Training-of-qrainers Project" which has enabled selected PET Project parent
facilitators_and_past_participants_to collaborate_with professional team
members and assume primaryJeadership_roIes in implementing ongoing parent
education programs within their respective communities ((Than, 1984).

CONCLUSION
Despite the relative success of reported parent:education anditraining programs
for Asian families with_exceptional children, they have only begun to address
Expanded and_sustained commitment of
the_criticaI needs_of_this_popuIation.
resources to effective outreach, assessment, training, and_service_models must
occur_among major institutions mandated to serve handicapped children and their
families.
In the meantimeo Asian parents and community advocates require genuine support
in_their_efforts_to_access and improve available_resources. Interdisciplinary
and_interagency communication_and coordination_can_further enhance_such
endeavors--particularly when available bilinguaribicuIturaI providers_end
indigenous_community resource persons can be enlisted for direct/indirect
service and consultation. All who work with Asian parents are also called upon
to demonstrate sensitivity and versatility in effectively responding_to the
diverse nationalities, language dialects, cultural orientationso:immLo__Ition
histories, and life experiences of families with exceptional children.
_
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CHAPTER 5

GIFTED AND TALENTED ASIAN CHILDREN

Margie K. Kitano

Although_Asian and Pacific American (APA) children comprise_only_2;2%_of_the_
schoolage_populationi_they constitute_4.4% of_the_identified_gifted students,
twice_the_expected_ number.
In contrast, the proportion_of Blacks, Hispanics,
and American Indians identified as gifted representsonly half-that expected
from enrollment:statistics (see Chaver 1 by Chan 6:Kitano). The
underrepresentation of non7Asian minorities among the identified gifted:student
populationistems from standardized assessment procedures that_are biased
against cultural_characteristics_confIicting_with those of the dominant
society_._ AIthough_APA cultures differ in many ways_from the_majority culture,
the_Asian values of educational attainment and obedience to authority clearll
support achievement-in American schools. Hence,:assessment procedures:designed
to identify high achievers_are_consistent vith APA values and, in fact, may be
biased in favor of Asian minority students.
Whatever the_explanationi_Asian and Pacific_American_children_appear in
significant proportions_in programs_for_gifted students4 especially_in
districts_with high numbers-of APA:students. The important question concerns
appropriate_methods for fostering the achievement of APA students identified as
gifted;
This_chapter suggests general approaches for working_v,ith gifted APA
students based on relevant cultural characteristics and definition6 of
giftedneSs.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GIFTED APA CHILDREN
The Ilptc,r by:Chan and Kitano emphasized ne:heterogenelLy 7f:APA
.oups
relate- such factors as generation in Atherica,:language s;Jken, !eve' Of

acculturatiuni_rural or urban_origini_country of birthj immipration omperience
(voluntary or refugee), and socioeconomic status._ SimiIarI7, eharpc!:ayAstics_
of_gifted AFX.children discussed here must be considered as th:v relan O the
individual student;
The acatt literature available on gifted APA children reitevatee,
overrepresentation:relative to the proportion_of APAs in:the enc. pr.?.
and emphasizes academic achievement and_motivation_as salient ch
Chen and Goon (1976) found that teachers and counselors descriud gif

ceion

children in New York's Chinatown as_getting along better with others,
especially adults; working more diligently; demonstrating humor and sarcasm
Without viciousness; and being stronger in path comparedito_lifted_non-Asian
Children. Although: English was their second language; the gifted_ASian
childrees_verbal_ability was described as equal to or better than that Of
their non-Asian gifted peers.
Sociologist Harry Kitano (1975) noted that some}isian American children:labeled
as:gifted instead may be high achievers who conform to teacher expectations of
behavior and who may face an unhealthy degree:of pressure to perform. Clearly,
more data are needed to accurately_describe characteristics of APA children
identified as gifted by the schools.
Investigations of creativity and schooling experiences in Asian_countries lead
to conflicting Tredictions about the_creative behavior ofiAPA children residing
in the United States. Torrance (1980) has attributed much of_Japan's
remarkable technological, educational,:and social/economic achievement to
national valuing of individual creativity; self-development; intuitive_
thinking; persistence; disciplinei_and_group problem_solving._ Moreover, rhere
is some_(albeit_conflicting)_evidence (PricerAlilliams & Ramirezi_1977;
Torrance; Wui_Gowan; &_Aliotti;_1970)_relating_bilingualism to tested
creativity; Howeveri_the memorization/recitation style_of some Asian
educational systems (Dinh, 1976; Maldonado, 1976) and_child-rearing practices
emphasizing conformity,_being correct, and obedience (see Chapter 4 by Sam
Chan) mitigate against development of the_cieative_personality. ResParch on
child_rearing practices of_parents of_creative children_(Dewing;_1970;_1973;
Domino;_1969; Getzels_& Jackson,_1961; Nichols; 1964) suggests:that creative
children come from less inhibited; less dependable; and less structured family
environments which encourage diversityiand riskitaking. _Achieving,children, in
contrast, have more authoritarian families which encourage conformity and
minimize risk.- Relating these findings to-APA child-rearing practices; it
appears that APA families may be more likely to foster academic achievement
than creativity.

DEFINING GIFTEDNESS
Giftedness:has been described in a variety Of ways. Onei definition
particularly appropriate to a-discussion of gifted APA_children_is_Renzulli's
(1978) "three-ring" conceptualization: giftedness_is an_interaction among
"above!7average_though_not necessarily superior_general_ability, tusk
commitment; and_creativity" (p. 182);
Renzulli based:his definition on
research indicating that (a),little relationship exists betweerg test
scores/school grades and real world accomplishments; (b) prOductive giftee
individuals:are:characterized by an ability to become totally Involved in_a
problem; and (c) eminent individuals gain recognition_because_of their creative
accomplishments,._ In_short,_gifted_individuals_possess high task commitment and
creativity;_as well as_above_average intelligence.
One implication is that
education of gifted individuals should encourage development of all three
characteristics in each person.

Relating Renzulli's definition to APA cultures,:it wouldiappear that gifted APA
children as a group would tend to demonstrate the characteristics of_above:
average ability -and tok_commitment more than creativity. While programs_fOr
gifted AFA children Should foster development in all three Areaa, Creativity
may require eMphasia.

INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHFS

Teaching strategies recommended-for gifted students inigeneral (Kitanot 1982;
Kitano & Kirby, 1986; Maker,_1982) can beappropriately_used with gifted Asian
and FaCific American childreni However, it_should be_kept in_mind_that
children_taught_to_value_correctness and conformity may be most comfortable
performing tasks which require convergent thinking or:solving problems which
have a single correct:answer;
APA_children_may experience discomfort when
performing tasks,which:require divergent thinking or dealing:with problems for
which:there exist a vide variety of acceptable responsesk This section
provides suggestions for establishing an environment conducive_to creative or
divergent thinking and selected techniques for developing creative potential.
S'etablishing the Environment

NA-ars can provide an atmosphere which supports characteristics integral to
thntght: risk talking, reduction of self-consciousness, and tolerance
_mbigulty. The following suggestions were adapted from Torrance (1963,
1965).
Torrance (1977) has provided additional_recommendations for developing
the cre;:til'e potential of culturally different students.
I.

2.

Provide a nonevaluati,re, nonthreatening-atmosphere. Teacher and peer
e7aluations inhibit creativity by inducing fear-of
lg ritkt it
responding. Eliminating external evaluation while_L ..L..dren are
engaging in creative thinking activities may be especially_important
for APA children, for whom teacher and peer criticism may produce
feelings_of shame_and_loss_of face, inhibiting free,-wheeIing thought.;
The_teacher_can establish guidelines, such as "The goal is to generate_
as many:ideas as possible. ,We will accept everyone's responses without
judgment; judgment reduces the flow Of ideas. There will be tro
giggling or gr,#aning."

Offer many opportunities for_creative_production._ Activities for
developing_creativity_or divergont thinking should focus on (a)
fluencyi_or the generation of many different responses; (b)
flexibility, or the ability to see a problem in new-ways; (t)
originality, the production of unique responses; and (d) elaboration,
the adding of detail. :Examples ,;f fluency activities include: i"How
many waysican you think of to end this story?" "What are_all_the
factors which might affect a country's agricultural_production?"
Flexibility_activities require_students to adopt a new mind set: "How
would the story be d..2ferent if the antagonist_were narrator?"
Teachers can encourage originality by asking-children to "make
something_that no one else will-think of." Elaboration activitida
provide opportunities for embellishing_stories, drawingsi or ideas.
For example, children can create new designs or objects by adding lines
to geometric figures. Divergent thinking activities have no single

correct response; _APA_children_may_have_difficulty responding_to_
initial_attempts to encourage divergent thinking if they_have been
socialized to "be correct." Teachers:should not become discouraged.
Rather; with patience; motivation, and enthusiasm on the teacher's part
and±many_opportunities for practice, all children can learn to engage
in divergent thinking.
3.

Show respect_tor_unusual questions; ideasi_and_solutions._ _Teachers can
show children that their ideas have value byLactiveilistening. For
example, if asking children to generate hypotheses to explain a
scientific phenomenon,-the teacher writes verbatim the child's idea on
the board, asks the child if the teacher has captured-the child's-exact
thought; revises what in written according to the child's feedback; And
modifies the_written_statement as the chiles_idean_change_over_the_
session. Active listening communicates that the teacher has genuine
interest in the child's ideas.

4;

Provide opportunities_forsmall group interaction. Groups of children
can_be assigned to solve_problems, generateideas, or:create a novel
product. BrainstorMing in groups can stimulate:new ideas in individual
Children and provide_opportunities for cooperative planning and
decision making. Such activities are consistent with_the cooperative
rather than competitive style of some APA cultural groups.

5;

Model:creativity, risk taking, and flexibility. Teachers can stimulate
preative_production by modeling:creative behavior at appropriate times.
For example* modifying_daily schedules to take advantage of
spontaneously occurring_opportunities and ideas demonstrates a valuing
of flexibility and openness to change.

Selected Techniques

Specific methods_for encouraging_divergent thinking which appear appropriate to
APA Children include attribute listing, creative problem solving, and guided
fantasy.
Crawford's Attribute_Listing (Davin, 1976);_ Attribute listing provides a
structured:format for creating a new product and hence constl.tutes a useful
procedure for introducing demands for divergentithinking_ Children are asked
to design a new product, such as a new_amusement park ride. The first step is
to:list all the important characterietics or attributes Of amusement park
rides, such as providing pleasurable sensations (temporary_fear* excitement;
humori_fantasy); safety; departure from real_life. _The children then generate
ideas for_each listed attribute; including combinations qnd elaborations of
given ideas;
Creative_Problen Solving (Parnas, 1981).: Parnes' creative problem solving
model delineates several steps within which students have great flexibility.
Henceithe_model_provides_an_intermediate_strategy between structured and more
open_approaches_to facilitating_creative_thinking; _In_the first step,
objective finding; the teacher asks students to brainstorm to identify a_
problem.
Students_list anyithoughts;_feelings, challenges, problems, an&goals
they_have as a basis for:selecting a problem to solve. The second step, fact
finding, reqUires that Studenta explore What in knot4n about the problem by
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Third, problem finding
listing all associations they have With the problem.
occurs through examining the situation from several viewpoints. For example,
students consider how significant others might view the problem. In the fourth
step, idea finding, the teacher has students generate many solutions.
Listening to music and bmelling a variety of aromas can help students develop
new associations and ideas. The fifth step, solution finding, involves livting
the criteria by which solutions to the problem should be evaluated. The
The final
sol
tons generated in step four are compared with these criteria.

st_isacceptance finding. _Here,students develop a plan for implementing
the solution. They might visualize putting the plan into action, thus
anticipating possible obstacles and adjusting the plan accordingly.

Guided Fantaay_(Hershey_& Kearns, 1979). Guided fantasy encourages_intuitive
modesiOf thinking:through more freewheeling imaging._ The teacher begins by
coaching the children to relax by having-them close their eyes and focus_
attention_on parts of the bodyi progressing from head to toes. AS they focus
on_each_body_part, they are asked_to relax_the_part_while_breathing_in and
exhaling deeply._ While the children are in a relaxed state, the_teacher begins
a fantasy upon which children make their own elaborations; For exampIei_the
teacher might_say,_"You are entering a lush-green meadow. Yoe can see dew
drops on the individual:leaves of clover. Brightly colored flowers grow in:the
meadow4 and you can smell_their sweet fragrance. _In:the distance, you can hear
the bubbling_of a_brook;_the sunlight_reflects off_the water. Trees surround
the_meadowi and_you_being to_heara soft rustling of_their_Ieaves. _Something
seems to be in the trees; something that makes you-feel-happy._ I wonder what
or who it is._ You can take the time now and see it; notice how it looks and
sounds." Children are given time to complete the fantasy and then are_guided
to gradually_exit_the fantasy, for:example, by counting backward from ten to
Guided fantasy can be used effectively as a
one and opening their eyes.
stimulus_for creative writing or other activities reciutring CreatiVe
_

production.

CONCIUSIONS

Many Asian and Padfic American children have cultural experiences which
support_achievement_motivation and_respect_for_adults.__Gifted Aft_children.14ho
bring these_experiences_to the c1assroom_may_demonstrate_high_abiIity_and task
commitment and need support for creativityi_the third dimension shared by
gifted individuals-who are productive. -Activities recommended for_lifted
children in general_can be used appropriately with APA children. :Care should
be taken:to capitalize on APA children's strengths.- Instructlonal approaches
which_reduce_external evaluationi_encourage risk taking, and provide many
opportunities for divergent thinking can facilitate development of their
creative potential.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
FOR LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT
EXCEPTIONAL CHINESE CHILDREN

Donna M. Chan

As limitedEng1ish7profiL1ent_(LEP) Chinese_children are_assessed_for and_
placcd_in special education programsi_the need for appropriate educational
intervention arises. Professionals agree that there is a_shortage of bilingual
special educatim personnel to serve LEP except"nal children (Benavides, 1985;
Fuchigami, 1980; '..womey, 1980), and this is especially true for Asian
Children.
An equally_critical issue is the lack_of appropriate_instructionaI materials
for_these chiIdren_(BIandi Sabatinoi SedIack, & Sternberg. 1979);
Currently_
available curricula designed for handicapped learners are not,_sensitive to the
linguistic and cultural background of_Chinese LEPistudents.: Conversely, the
available Chinese bilingual/bicultural curricula have been developedifor
normal7functioning children and do not address the handicapping conditions_of
exceptional_children. Thus_i_teachers who work_with_LEP_exceptional children
must_develop their_own curriculum materials which consider the learning
characteristics, linguistic identification, and cuIturat background of the
children;
This chapter discusses the issues that wust be considered in d(veloping
curriculum materials for LEP exceptional Cfiinese children. Because of the
pauciLy of information on these children in the professional literature, the
comparative statements made about them here will be based primarily on the
personal observations and experiences of the author. First, to provide a
context for understanding LEP exceptional Chinese children, immigration
history, demographics, and legal issues will be discussed.

IMMIGRATION HISTORY
It is important to note that the majority of Chinese people_who_emigrated to
the United_states early on wereifrom Southern,China or Gwongtung Province.
They are referreCtoas_the_Cantonese, or Cantonese-speakingipeople) because
Cantonese is the language spoken in Canton City (the major city of_Gwongtung)_
and Hong Kong. Cantonese-speaking people make up the largest number of Chinese
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immigrants in California (California State Department of Education
[California]; 1984a) and in most other areas in this country;
Theiimmigration of_the Chinese to America can be viewed in_two stages:_ early
immigration fromithe_middle 1800's to the middle 1900's and modern immigration
from the middle 1900's to the present.
The first stage of Chinese immigration began in
1 early 1850's (California,
1984a);
This group of immigrants came to California primarily to seek a better
reans of supporting their families
The new immigrants initially_ were welcomed
because of their diligence in providing needed_vervices in the labor force.
However, as more Chinese arrived_and_competed_for jobs, they were met with
anti-Sino sentiments.__A series_of discriminatory laws were introduced which
denied_Chinese children access to public education, precluded the Chinese from
the right to enterprise, prohibited them from becoming United States citizens,
These
and restricted their right to follow aeii cultural traditions.
discriminatory_legal actions culmini
the_federal ExclUaion Act of 1882,
ch precluded laborers from entering
United states.
_

Despite_the_discrimination_and_restrielons, the_Chinese endured, persevered,
and prospered; reversing many of the negative sentiments toward them. In 1943,
the Magnuson Act repealed the Exclusion Act, setting a quota_for_the_admissior
of Chinese into the, United States.
A series_of laws followed which declared
the old laws unconstitutional and returned rights to ti,e Chinese.
The Immigration Act of 1965, which removed restticti-re Liscaoi_beg,71 the next
stage ofiimmigration_of_the_Chinese to the United Stateer TOcre WS3 an_influx
of people from Hong Kong_and China to the United States r,1-zeen 1966 and 1977,
followed by the arrival of the "Boat People" from Indochina. Although the
"Boat People" had been residents of Indochina, 85% of these refugees were
Cantonese-speaking (CalifOrnia, 19840.

Since the normalization_of_relations be.:ween the Inited States and China; the
Chinese have continued to flow into the United States, increasing the number of
blic schools,
limited-English7proficient students who enroll 1. the

DEMOGRAPHICS

The_1980_census revealed_806040 ethnic Chinese living in the United States.
California reported the largest number with 318,524 (California, 1984a); living
primarily in Sr,n. Francisco, Oakland; Los Angeles, Long Beach, Sacramento,_and
San_Jose._ Two_other states with a large number of Chinese residciats are New
York and Hawaii.
A recent California _7ensus identified the number of students who use Cantonese
as_their pr!mary_language._ During_the spring of_1984; 33,051 students were
reported to %e either LEP__or FEP (full,-English-proficient), with Cantonese as
cheir_primary language; _Of these_students, 18039_were identified as_LFP
(California, 1984b); A 1985 count revealed 9,672 Asian students receiving
special education services in California (the Chinese representing the largest
group_within this ethnic category).
Of that nuMber, 3,163 were identified as
speCifiC learning disabled (Furukawa, 1985).
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LEGAL ISSUES
The legal framework upon which educational_programs for bilingual exceptional
children_are based_is the result of a combination of laws and lawsuits which
were activated during the 1960's and 1970's.
TheiCiViliRighta Adt of:1964 was the first piece_of legislation to provide for
racial and ethnic Minorities.
It prohibited school districts from
discriminating against_students on the basis of race, color, or national origin
in federally funded programs.
Subsequently, the United States Office of CiVil
Rights (OCR) disseminated a memorandum listing requirements for
nondiscriminatory assessment and placement of minority children into Spetial
education programs.
To meet the_needs of the_increasing_number of_LEP children, Congress passed the
Bilingual Education Act of 1968, which provided funding for_school districts to
establish and develop bilingual programs, bilingual curriculum and materials,
and bilingual teacher training;
It 1974_,the Supreme Court ruled unanimously:in favor of the plaintiffs in_the
Lau v.iNichols_case (414 U.S. 563[1974]). This class action suit on behalf of
Kenny Lau and 1,800 other_chinese_students in_the San Francisco Unified_School
District claimed that in failing to provide programs to meet the linguistic
needs_of non-EngIish-speaking students, the district was violating their civil
rights under Section 601 of the Civil Rights Att of 1964. It was this C-.)urt
deLf_sion which spurred the development of bilingual-bIltultural programs,
providing for identification, asiicament, and inatructión for all LEP
Children.
Several events which almost_paralle
the bilingual educacion litigation
provided the impetus for the develogrit of special education ,ilograms. _The
major event was the enactment of Publi Law 94-142,_the_Education for All_
Handicapped Children Act rf 1975. The_pilr3lese of this_lav is to assure thern
rights Of handicapped children by providiLg evtionzi! prograP ,iesigned to_
meet each child's individual needs. The_United
DI Education has
summariied the provisions of the law as follows:

(a) to assure that an handicapped children have available to them a free
appropriate publi( education,
(b) to assure that the rights of handicapped children and their parents are
protected,
(t) to assist states and localities to provide for the education of
handicapped_childreni_and
(d) to assess and_assure_the_effectiveness of efforts to educate such
children (Fede_ral_Register, 1977);
Public Law_94-142 also_protects children's rights by reqUiring that assessment
and evaluation materials be culturally or racially nonbiased_and that
assessment be administered in the child's language or mode of communication.
In_the initial years of P.L. 94,442 implementation, much attention was given to
assuring the rights of handicapped children through "se
2h_and serve" efferts,
informing handicapped children and their parents_of their rights ahd proViding
for individualized education programs (IEP1s).
In recent years, much attention
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has been focused on the protection of children's rights through nonbiased
assessment of their cognitive and academic abilities. This added_attention was
preceded by several_state court cases, which_including_Diana v. the State Board
of_Educationi(37 RFP [N.D._Cal., January 7, 1970])_, and Larry P._V. WilSon_
HileS, Superintendent for Public_Instruction for the State of California (341
F.
Supp._1306_[N.D. Cal.i 1972]). These two landmark cases restlted in r-,r
decision that children could not be placed in classes for the mentally
retarded on the basis of assessments which did not account for the linguistic
or cultural differences of the child.
Ih 1982, California enacted Senate Bill 1345.
sions in this law require
that tests and other assessment materials be administered in the pupil's
primary_language. _Another provision of the law states that the indivi4uallzed
education program must include linguistically appropriate goals, objectives,
programs, and services for individuals whose primary language is other than
English (Senate Bill, 1982);
Public_Law 94-142 mandates that all handkcapped children be provided a "free
and appropriate" education.
In additioni_Section_504_of_the Vocational
Rehabilitation Act of 1973_prohibits_handicapped children_from being excluded
from programs_or_activities receiving federal financial assistance. The
stipulations in_these two pieces of legislation constitute the legal basis upon
which handicapped children with bilingual needs_receive services._ Bergin
(19FP)
hos emphasized that LEP children are not necessarily_handicapped._
Bilil:aual programs required-to meet their ngeds_are noticonsidered special
education programs. Yet LEP children may also have handicaps and therefore be
entitled to both bilingual and special education services.

LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS

Understanding how children learn is important in plarng_instructional_
materials since children's_laarning styles_will dictate how they approach
tasksChildren_come_to school_with preferred learning stylesi and those
learning styles may be culturerelated.
Identification_of culture7related
learning styles provides a basis for developing curriculum materials which meet
the needs of LEP exceptional children.
The_process by Which_an individual absorbs and retains_new information_i
called cognitive style.
TWo_types_of cognitive style identified in the_
literature are analytical_and globaI. The analytical learner approaches a task
in_a_sequentiali steprby,step continuum
The global learner uses relational
strategies in order to understand new information. Their counterparts in
perceptual_style are_field-independence and field-dependence.
The field=_
independent learner is able to understand stimuli internally, while the field
dependent learner must rely on external cues to understand stimuli.
Chiu_(1972)_found evidence that Chinese children Iearn globally and exhibit
field.,dependent perception, while American children tend to be more analytical
In their_thinking_and tend to have field-independent perception.
This
information should be applied when_voring writh Chinese children since teaching
children according td their cognitiva and perceptual style has been found to be
more effective (Carbo, 1983; Dunn, 1983; Henderson, 1980).

Learning modalities are equally important to children's_learning styles.
Learningimodality refers to_the sensory modes_or tharinelS by Whith indiViduals
take it information: visual, auditOry,_07A_kineSthetic.
Our experience
suggasts that Chinese children prefer the ViSual Mode.

The demands of solving Westernoriented learning situations will develop the
auditory and kinesthetic skills cfi_nonhandicapped LEP Chinese students._
However, chiljren with Iearniug disabilities have difficulty_it developing_
their other rndlies and therefore experiente_atadetit failUte When teaching
materials ave not directed toward the ViSual Mode.
Het:earth supports the_notion_that curriculum and teaching materials need to be
matched to_the learning style and modality of the learners (carbd; 1983; Dunn,
1983;_Henderson, 1980); Traditional_American educational prattices have been
directed toward analyticali_field-independerit,_MUltiattgoty learn-eta. Teaching
methods_planned for these children reflect theit_ability to Synthesize
information in an analytical manner and to driii-4_ftOts_visoal_and_aoditory
atimoli.
In tontrast,_Chinese_learners are_less able to learn through these
tethOda._ Altanza and Mosley_(1980) reported that such reading skills as_word
redognitiOn, word_meaningi andcomprehension had been found to be_directly_
correlated_with fieId7rindependence.
It follows that the Chinese learner Who it4
fiel&-dependent will experience_more_difficulty with these readingiakilla.
Thus, there appears to_be a_need_to_develop curriCulut tateriala Which are
sensitive to the learning characteristics of the LEP exteptional Chinese
student.

LINGUISTIC IDENTIFICATION

Although there are many dialects_of Chinese_Whith differ in phOnolou syntax,
and vocabulary; they share many impOrteht charadteristics, which fustifies
classifying them into one group.
TheiChinese_and English languages show_many_differences in both written and_
spoken formai_ Written_Chinese in nonalphabetic; it is ideographit, tonSiStiOg
of_strokesi_and Iines which_form a_tharacter represettiog brie phonegtam.
Spoken Chinese is_tonali
The_nuMher of totes depend§ Oh Whith of the_various
Chinese dialecs is_beitg spoken (e.g., MandS-_-in has four tones: Cantonese has
as many as
A change in tOne Can alier the meaning of a character or
phonogram.
Another area_of_difference_between Chinese and English is grammat.i There iS no
verb conjugation in Chinese;
Hencei there are_to verb teni466, SUbjett=Verb
agreement, number agreement,_and so_forth.
OtherigrAMMatidal differences
include the lack_of prepositions and the deSignatiOn of singular/pIuraI nouns
and masuline/feMinine genders (WOng, et al., 1980)i
There are critical phonological differences_between_Cantotese arid Engligh.
Cantonese has_a simple_consonant system, but a complitated vovrel SySteth
(Iwatakii_et al., 1975); Many consonant_sounds Whith eXiat in Ehgliah are_not
present in Cantonesei There are_22 initial and 24 final Consonant sounds in
English, while Cantonese has 12 initial and 8 final ,-Insonant sounds. There
are to_condonant clusters in Cantonese._ In addition, spoken Chinese differs
reditally from written Chinese. An individual who has learned only to speak
Cantonese will not understand written Cantonese, and vice versa.
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These basic linguistic differences must be considered when planning curriculum
materials for LEP exceptional Chinese students (e.g., phonics and spelling).
Eecause many English sounds are nonexistant in Chinese, Chinese_speakers may
tend to substitute for them sounds of their own phonology, leading_to_
difficulty in learning phonics skills.
Likewise, the grammatical differences
of the two_languages complicate children's efforts to learn spelling and
language skills.

CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS
A final area of consideration when L..tveloping curriculum materials for LEP
exceptional Chinese children is culture._ Professionals working with LEP
exceptional children agree that including culturally relevant materials into
educational programs_has_a positive ef'ct on achievement (Almanza & Mosley,
1980; Blandi Sabatino, Sedlack, & Sternberg, 1979; Chinn, 1979; Baca kLane,
1974; Henderson, 1980; Hilliard, 1980). _Becauseiof the_paucity of such
materials for_handicapped_students (Bland,_Sabatino. Sedlack, & Sternbergi
1979), special educators have looked tO bilingual/bieultural eduCatiOn for
assistance.

Bilingual/bicultural_educators have much to draw from when investigating
cultural materials appropriate for Chinese students. The early_Chinese
immigrants_brought with them a heritage rich in history, tradition) and
culture. Because of the past and present tepdency for the Chinese_to_remain in
a concentrated area_such as Chinatown, many have retained their heritage. And
because of the continual emigration of Chinese from their homeland, their
acculturation has been a slaw processi with much of their traditional Chinese
culture_remaining intact; Thus, bilingual/bicultural instructional programs
emphasize history, tradition, and culture
iHowever, children with learning
handicaps may have dificulty_absorbing abstract references to history and
traditio:i_due tb differences in learning style. iField-dependent, visually_
oriented lerners_need a concrete image of what is to be learned. They are
to gather only from their immediate environment.
This implies the need
for curriculum_materiaLs_which_are relevant to the contemporary culture.
Educators planning curriculum materials must be sensitive to_the home, school,
and community environment of the LEP exceptional Chinese student.

SUMMARY

As educators working with LEP_exceptional Chinese children, we must addzess the
need for appropriate curricula to meet the needa of our students. The
literature has indicated a paucity of such materials specifically designed for
these children. _Using curricula designed for bilingual students_or curricula
designed for handicapped students does not appear appropriate for students with
both_bilingual anti exceptional_needs.
All indications point to the nee-I to
develop new curricula for these students.
In order to modify_or develop curriculum materials for LEP exceptional Chints6
students, special_education 171..irsonnel must_have an understanding of thelearning, linguistic, and_cultural_identificationiof this_population. Because

of the lack of_empirical_data on the characteristics of these children, special
educators Working with these youngsters need to be especially alert to their
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It is hoped that the foregoing discussionjof history, litigation,
demographics, culture,ilanguage, and leanung style will provide some
understanding of the characteristics of LEP exceptional Chinese students and
assist educators in developing culturally relevant instructional materials for
these children.
needs.
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